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Guards prevent refugees from leaving

mostly
cloudy

Wednesday without explanation,
forcing tens of thousands of peoBELGRADE, Yugoslavia ple back toward the burned vilYugoslav authorities sealed off lages they had been escaping
Kosovo's main border crossings from.
Wednesday, preventing ethnic
German Defense Minister
Albanians from leaving as the Rudolf Scharping warned that
wave of refugees approached the the Yugoslavs may be planning
half-million mark. As NATO to use the civilians in Kosovo as
stepped up its airstrikes, a Cypri- "human shields" against NATO
ot mediator sought freedom for attack.
three captured U.S. soldiers.
In Morini, the crossing point
NATO planes and cruise mis- for Kosovo refugees into Albasiles struck military targets in nia, the flow of cars and tractors
Kosovo and inflicted heavy dam- suddenly stopped at 3 a.m., witage elsewhere in Yugoslavia.
nesses said. Yugoslav border
Albania's
parliament guards could be seen laying
approved NATO plans to send in what appeared to be mines and
24 U.S. Apache attack helicopters digging fortifications just inside
— a move that should bolster the their territory.
alliance's firepower against the
"The refugees ... were told to
Yugoslav tanks and armor that return to their places of residence
have driven ethnic Albanians — whatever is left of those
from their homes in Kosovo.
places," said Doran Vienneau of
After forcing more than the Organization for Security
400,000 refugees out to neighbor- and Cooperation in Europe,
ing countries, Yugoslav authori- which has been monitoring the
ties closed the main exit route on border.
The Associated Press
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■•Columnist Jud Laipply
wonders what
happened to random
acts of kindness.
■ Guest columnist
Joseph Eberly
auestions the United
State's actions in
Kosovo.

world and nation 4
First balloon to circle
around the world
lands in Smithsonian.

Scharping said Yugoslav
forces had begun forcing ethnic
Albanians back from the border
areas into the province. He
showed aerial photos that he
said showed Serb tanks surrounding a Kosovo village, separating the men and women, and
then opening fire on houses.
The former president of
Cyprus, Spyros
Kyprianou,
began a mission to win the
release of three American soldiers seized along the Yugoslav
border with Macedonia on
March 31. Cyprus, which is not a
NATO member, has historically
had close ties with Yugoslavia.
Kyprianou flew to Athens,
where he said he was "waiting
for the green light from Belgrade"
before
going
to
Yugoslavia on Thursday.
He said he believed the
release of the soldiers was imminent.
• See KOSOVO, page five.
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An ethnic Albanian boy eats some chocolate in the arms of a
woman as refugees line up for food and water at the Stankovlc
NATO camp in Skoyje, Macedonia.

'Life as usual' in U.S., despite conflict
By BRANDI BARHITE

An Israeli couple
treated for fatigue
after breaking kissing
record.

The BG News
Despite two weeks of intenseive bombing of Yugoslavia,
U.S. citizens seem relatively
unaffected by the Kosovo crisis
and will most likely remain so.
"It is pretty much life as
usual," Don Rowney, University professor of history, said.
Rowney, who is a recognized
expert on Soviet history and
politics, said the NATO bombing of Yugoslavia is not affecting the economy and it does not
look like it will. He said the
stock market is still solid and

sports

there is no talk of raising taxes
to fund the NATO bombing.
"Even if this goes on for three
months, six months or one year,
things are not going to change
in the United States," he said.
"The likelihood is that it is not
going to have much more effect
on the U.S."
One reason life over here is
going on as usual is because
Americans generally focus on
national concerns, rather than
global concerns, he said.
"This is a big country and we
are sufficiently engaged in what
is going on in the United
States," he said.

He also attributed the lack of
American knowledge about
Kosovo to the fact that the conflict is political, which can be
confusing for average citizens
to understand.
Mikhail Chamachkine, a
Ph.D. student in photochemical
sciences, said the conflict is confusing, yet one problem is that
many Americans only know
that America is a strong country
and they do not consider the
consequences of their actions.
Yet despite the United States'
isolation from the conflict,
Rowney said college students
need to be aware of the situa-

tion.
"Students need to realize that
people their own age are fighting," he said. "The only difference is they are in the army and
not in college."
As a history teacher, Rowney
said he asked his students to
consider that the young soldiers
are fighting for tomorrow's children and for a better world
"We don't fight wars for revenue anymore," he said. "These
are manifestations of people
trying to make the world a better place."
Mi

i Softball team wins a
doubleheader against
Detroit.
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say what?
"We don't fight
wars for revenue anymore.
These
are
manifestations
of
people
trying
to
make ihe world a
better place."
Don Rowney
University history professor
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in
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University faction
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Students wear ribbons to support U.S. soldiers
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
Even though Kosovo is
halfway around the world, two
University students want to
bring awareness of the conflict
closer to home.
Kristalyn Shefveland, a
sophomore political science
major, and Erin Bushnell, a
senior psychology major, on
their own initiative, have start-

"We have been walking
ed a yellow ribbon campaign
for the safe return of American ^iTourftl, campus and just
? approaching people," Shefvesoldiers.
Their campaign has inspired land said. "People are surprised
them to approach students and jwe arejfcikjng the initiative to
sgMtrung like this."
ask them to wear yellow ribiludents' idea was origibons in support of the safe
Tuesday night when they
return of the soldiers.
^decided that the UniversiThey spent the majority of
community needed to stand
the day Wednesday walkin
behind the American troops.
through campus explai
"Students are unaware about
their mission and asking students to wear the yellow rib- what is going on over there,"
Bushnell said. "Students need
bons.

to realize that the people who
are fighting are our own age."
Shefveland
had
similar
thoughts.
"A lot of people are apathetic," she said. "They don't really
know what this is all about."
Wednesday they went to
Wal-Mart, bought yellow ribbon with their own mone^" and
spent that morning making 80
ribbons to distribute through• See RIBBON, page five.

Yugoslav history offers explanation for war
By AMYJOL. BROWN
The BG News
Once a model for minority
rights, the province of Kosovo
in Serbia is suffering from the
many attacks on its ethnic Albanians.
The Serbian police force,
despite NATO bombing, continues to inflict violence upon the
remaining Albanians in Koso-

vo. The numerous and constant
attacks from the Serbs have
forced most of Kosovo's Albanian population to flee across
borders into neighboring states.
Reports of human rights violations by the Serbian police
brought NATO into the conflict.
When diplomatic means did
not result in a peace agreement
between the Kosovo Albanians
and the Serbs, NATO began

bombing Yugoslavia.
In order to understand the
conflict in Yugoslavia it is
important to understand the
background.
Yugoslavia consists of two
states, Serbia and Montenegro.
Within Serbia there are two
provinces, Kosovo and Vojvodina. Both Serbia and Montenegro
have a president (like a governor of a U.S. state) and a police

force.
The conflict in Kosovo is a
result
of
confrontations
between the Serbian police
force and the Albanians who
live in Kosovo.
Kosovo was once seen as one
of Serbia's most progressive
places for minority rights, as the
majority ethnic Albanians had
• See YUGOSLAVIA, page six.

UPD to
showcase
dancing
skills
By CARRIE
DAMSCHRODER
The BG News
In a mixture of jazz, modem
and ballet, the University Performing Dancers will slip onto
stage tonight to show off their
talent not only as dancers, but
also as choreographers.
The UPD will perform their
Student Choreographers Showcase Thursday and Friday at 8
p.m. in the Whitney Dance Studio, 222 Eppler North. Eleven
pieces will be performed, all of
them choreographed and danced
by members of the UPD.
According to Sherry Jerome,
the artistic director of the UPD,
the dancers in this group are the
most talented ones at the University. Jerome is looking forward to
the event and the experience it
will give the dancers.
"It gives them the opportunity
to choreograph and express their
feelings and ideas in dance," she
said. "It is a truly valuable experience."
While the students choreograph and perform in all of the
pieces, Jerome helped students
with casting and directing.
This is only the second year
that the UPD has choreographed
an entire performance. However,
it has grown much within the
past year, doubling the number
of pieces that were choreographed and performed last
year.
Jerome stressed that this
showcase will be appealing to
everyone.
"The pieces are short and offer
a tremendous variety," she said.
" Everyone will find something
they like. It will be a very casual
atmosphere."
Choreographers and dancers
said the show is allowing them
to be creative.
Sarah Beening, a junior dance
major, choreographed a jazz
piece entitled "Chickens." She
said that the dance incorporates
many different tempo changes,
from fast to slow and back to fast
again.
Renee DiBiasio, a senior dance
major, created a piece called,
"The Day God Called You
Home." She was inspired to
choreograph this piece because
of the recent death of her grandfather. The modem dance will be
performed to music entitled
"Pulse" by Ani DiFranco.
DiBiasio wrote the piece to
deal with the different emotions
• See DANCERS, page five.
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On behalf of the entire Bowl- and relatives. This was a great
ing Green community, I would opportunity to get away from it
like to extend my personal com- all and relax.
pliments, thanks and congratuThen there were the students
lations to the steering commit- who either live out of state or too
tee, the volunteer helpers and all far away to go home for the
the participants in the Dance weekend that were stuck here
Marathon, which raised an doing nothing. Almost all of the
Incredible 5217,366 for the Chil- food centers were shut down,
dren's Miracle Network over the the computer labs were closed,
32-hour weekend beginning at and the tutoring centers were
10 a.m.
on March 27.
unable to be open as well.
Jen Luce told me that over a
My question is, "What the
thousand BGSU students were hell were we supposed to do this
involved in that extraordinary weekend?" Bowling Green does
effort, and it certainly is heart- not recognize Easter as a holiday
warming and reassuring to me for religious purposes. With this
as Mayor to apprehend that so in mind, why can they close all
many of our community's of the places that are necessities
young people are giving so for students over a weekend?
much of themselves to help the
With the computer lab closed,
children of northwest Ohio. I
I was unable to work on my
believe I can speak for our entire
papers that are coming up. With
community when I say how
only a few food centers open 1
very proud we all are of you
who have done so much to make was able to keep Mr. Spots and
a real difference in the lives of Dominos in business this weekend. In addition to these being
our local children
I would also like to thank the closed, I had no opportunity to
organizing committee for invit- go get tutored in my classes that
ing me to participate in the need attention. Honestly it was a
opening ceremonies by pro- bad weekend because of the
University shutting these places
claiming March 27 as "Miracle
Day" in the city of Bowling down.
I think that next time they
Green, and urging all our citizens to recognize the outstand- decide to do this they should
ing accomplishments of the have a little consederation for
Dance Marathon and to pay trib- the students that are from Minute to the participants for their nesota, Ontario or California,
exceptional contributions to like myself. In conclusion, since
civic betterment and community there were no days given off for
the out of state students to get
well-being
home, then why would the University close everything down
Wes Hoffman
and not treat it as a normal
Mayor of Bowling Green
weekend?
Over the Easter break, many
Jason Gural
of Bowling Green's students
Freshman
went home. They had .i wonderful dinner with family, friends
Business Major

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree wilh all of this? We doubt it.
■ Letters to the rdiior. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in response to a current issue on
the BGStj campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns, longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns Mil be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Utter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hill and
leave it In (he Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
taylobm-bgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
Space limitations may prevent The New* from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright © 1999, The BG News. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News is
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semes
ter.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify (he paper of any errors in sto
ries or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-tn-Chlef and the Editorial Board are final.
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Where has the kindness gone?
I can recall that, about five or
so years ago, a book was published called Random Acts of
Kindness. 1 am sure that many of
you can recall it as well and all
that followed. Well, what ever
happened to the RAOK? Where
did they all go? Isn't anyone
being kind any more?
This past weekend I was witness to several acts that would
be considered unkind by almost
any person. At a restaurant there
was a family eating dinner in a
section of the restaurant that was
full of people. They had a young
child around one and a half
years old that was loud but not
too bad; it is hard to control their
volume button anyway. As the
meal went on, the child became
ill and began to spit up on himself continually. This in itself is
not a pleasant event and was no
fault of anyone; however, the
child continually spit up and
became quite loud and disruptive, crying, hacking and screaming.
Well, one would think that
any semi-considerate person
would pick up the child and
remove him from the area and
take care of the situation. Not
this family, they just went about
their dinner stopping once in a
while to wipe off the boy's face.
The rest of the restaurant was
becoming quite upset at the dis-

ruption of their dinner and it is
quite easy to see why. It raises an
interesting question, when is it
our duty to ensure the comfort ol
others at our own expense?
The second story took place ,il
an intramural event this past
week.
During a Softball game one of
the players from a team pulled
up with a hamstring injury. Seeing this, the captain of his team
sent in a courtesy runner. Well,
the rule is that a courtesy runner
is allowed as long as the opposing team says that it is okay. For
the most part the opposing team
was in favor with the exception
of one person, the captain. He
decided that he did not want the
courtesy runner and would not
allow it.
Now to me this is nothing
more than being rude beyond an
understandable level. When you
have the opportunity to ease
another's pain by simply doing

nothing more than allowing it
and vou do not, what does that
make you?
Perhaps you feel that I am
being somewhat irate in my
thoughts, but I doubt it. I have
an underlying feeling that a vast
majority of the people in this
world have a rudeness that they
are unaware of. I watch Tom
Green on MTV, who is nothing
short of one of the rudest people
ever, maybe not in real life but
on his show. And yet most people find this funny and entertaining? Isn't this rather shallow? Why is our society hellbent on being rude? Sometimes I
just wonder.
Don't get me wrong. For
every rude person there is a kind
and considerate person doing
good for someone else. There are
hundreds of stories that I could
relate that show how good people can be. The question is,
where did it all come from?
Where in the world did the rudeness come from? It had to come
from somewhere. 1 truly believe
that as a whole, the human population is good and we are all
bom that way. Just look into the
eyes of a newborn baby and tell
me what you see, nothing but
love and wonderment, not evil.
This is how we all start out, and
somewhere along the path we
get a little side-tracked.

There are many reasons that
people give for the trouble that I
am talking about: social settings,
race, religion, poverty level and |
soon.
In reality, there is no one thing
that makes any one of us better
or worse than the other. But
somewhere something happens
that makes us insensitive to the
world and people around us. 1
have been rude at times and I
have been kind. I like to think
that 1 am never rude on purpose, I
but then again, what is rude to I
one person is not rude to anoth-1
er. Perhaps we just need to continually work on being kind and
practicing kindness.
So RAOKs have not been I
around lately. What do you say I
we start them back up? Go out of I
your way today to be a little I
kinder to someone that youl
would not. Do things that you I
wouldn't do normally. Open the I
door for the person walking]
behind you, let the person I
behind you in the grocery line I
with only 10 items go in front of I
your 45 items. There is a good [
quote that states, "One cannot
shine the light of kindness on I
another without getting a little |
on themselves." How true it is.
)ud Laipply is a columnist for I
The News. For a random act of c-1
mail, try judson@bgnet. bgsu.edu.

U.S. actions in Kosovo ring of imperialism
A few years ago, when we
first heard the term "the bridge
to the 21st century," few of us
would believe that it would be
blown to bits by a satellite-guided bomb from a B-2 Stealth
bomber. Welcome to the 21st century.
We are now locked in a war in
the Balkans, and the names of
countries more associated with
imperial Europe before World
War I are now becoming familiar
to us again: Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Albania, tiny little
nations tucked into a comer of
Europe.
Two weeks ago, President
Clinton told the nation that we
had to bomb Serbia to prevent
Kosovar Albanians from being
killed or forced from their
homes. Over 300,000 Kosovars,
as far as we can count them,
have crossed borders into Albania, Macedonia and Montenegro
thus far, and thousands more, if
the horror stories coming from
these refugees can be believed,
are being slaughtered inside
Kosovo. Rather than stopping
the ethnic cleansing of the Serbian Mister Clean, Milosevic, the
bombing has precipitated more
killings and more forced expulsion of Kosovar Albanians. Nice
try, Mr. President.
Yes, it is a tragedy that Kosovars are being killed or forced
from homes they have lived in
for hundreds of years. And yes,
Milosevic is a candidate for the
Adolph Hitler Humanitarian of

the Year award. I make no apologies for ethnic cleansing and no
apologies for genocide. What
Milosevic is doing in the Balkans
is a crime. He is already on the
United Nations war criminal list,
having been indicted over five
years ago by the International
Court of Justice in the Hague.
But we are talking about
something that goes beyond the
borders of Serbia, and the threat
is not from inside Serbia. The
real threat to Europe, the United
States and a good portion of the
rest of the world comes from the
White House. Not since we
invaded Cuba and the Philippines and declared war on Spain
100 years ago has the United
States gone to war on a more
flimsy pretext.
NATO, for the first time in its
fifty-year history, has invaded a
sovereign European state that
threatened no other state and has
caused the deaths and dislocation of at least a half-million people. It has already inflicted billions of dollars in damages to the
people of a sovereign European
nation. And to what end?

In the past couple of years, in
the name of vital U.S. interests
and doing the right thing, we
have
bombed
innocent
Sudanese, destroyed a couple of
Afghan camps and villages in
the middle of the night wilh
cruise missiles launched from
submarines in the Indian Ocean,
and waited around for the better
part of a year before deciding
that 500,000 dead Rwandans was
about the right number before
we sent in a paltry relief effort. It
took only 40,000 Kosovars to get
the wheels of the White House
and Pentagon going. I wonder
what the subliminal message
here really is?
Last December, we stopped
our bombing of Iraq because of
Ramadan. Yet, during the holiest
days of the Christian Church, we
continued to bomb Serbia from
Holy Thursday through Good
Friday and on Easter morning. I
wonder what the subliminal
message here really is?
Fifty years ago, in the ashes of
World War II in Europe, NATO
was established to keep the
peace in Europe. It was part
altruism and part self-preservation that formed the NATO
alliance. But today?
NATO, under this administration, has gone from an honorable
alliance to a war-making beast.
NATO, and this White House,
have crossed the Rubicon. No
longer are we fighting for
defense of our vital interests. We
are fighting simply because we

What is our goal in Kosovo?
We haven't been told yet. Origi
nally, it was to prevent th
slaughter and forced removal o
Kosovar Albanians. Ask the sev
eral hundred thousand Kosovars
who are living in tent camps and!
along roadsides today if th
bombing helped them or not.
NATO and the White Housi
have now broached the idea tha
an independent Kosovo is
good goal. Nice thought. Usin
NATO and U.S. troops to invad
and carve up a sovereign nation
Where next? Turkey, so that th
Kurds and Armenians can hav.
their own homelands back?
Spain, so the Basques can hav
their own country? Canada, s
the Quebecois can have an inde
pendent nation? Southern California, so the Hispanic majority
can achieve national recognition?
The problem with misusing
NATO and misusing U.S. mili-i
tary power is that once we do if
in one place around the world, il
is so much easier to do it again. .1
As we prepare to cross tha
bridge to the 21st century, I cer
tainly hope we tread carefully!
much more carefully. Tha
bridge to the future seems awful-f
ly familiar. We've been there
Our imperialistic aims 100 years!
ago are alive and well today.
Joseph W. Eberly is a gues
columnist. He can be reached a
eberlyj@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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discussion, students stop dead,
obviously bewildered and with no
clue as to where their point was
supposed to be. Sometimes they'll
brush it off: "My brain is on vacation today. Ignore me and carry
on." But even when their voices
just fade away with no explanation,
hoping no one presses the argument, it's clear that the thought
train has been derailed and there's
no...
Hey, are those platform flipflops? Wacky. What would they...
Oh, sorry. Where was I again?
It's a little frightening, for me anyway. I'll be working through statistics homework, merrily motoring
through a problem, when I hit a
wall: I can't remember that most
basic of operations — finding a
sample mean. My memory lapses
rarely are so pronounced, but
there are times when it's a challenge to find page 473, because I
can't remember whether that's
before or after 568. Or I spend
minutes
searching
fruitlessly
between "falsify" and "fantasize"
for "fatalism."
Normally, the synapses start
communicating again within a few
seconds, but that doesn't make the
mystery any less pressing. Why is
the brain traveling without its
owner? Where exactly does the
mind wander to? Admittedly, in

Maybe it's spring fever, but a lot
of people seem to be suffering
from a truncated attention span
lately. You know, you're sitting on a
bench in the Union oval, arguing
heatedly on some matter of both
grave importance and great interest. Nevertheless, you slowly realize that the person who's supposed to be providing the other
half of your conversation has
ceased contributing in order to
stare in the other direction, mumbling something about seeing a bar
crawl T-shirt that reminds him that
he has to send a birthday card, or
wondering if that really is her best
friend (or the person who was
before the spat over the party guy)
walking in the other direction. It's
not that they've lost interest exactly, but that their mind just wandered.
Okay, so maybe it's just me and
they were trying to convey the fact
that they actually were getting sick
of my pontification. But how about
this: mid-comment during class

PEOPLE

on the street

many cases I just don't need or
want to know the answer to that
question. But frequently people
don't know where their own minds
have gone, so they don't get to
enjoy that mental break even vicariously.
Instead, there's a period of mental nothing, seconds or minutes
that elapse with no productive
thought and no success at inducing coherence. Thoughts skitter at
the edges of the mind, but as soon
as you catch enough of a glimpse
to be able to discern their outlines,
they slither away, as a sinuous
form succeeds harsh angles with
bewildering rapidity. Then something finally catches the mind's eye
and brings it back into focus, and
with a quick shake of the head you
return to the task at hand, not quite
sure where exactly you've been in
the interim, and with no way (or
even real desire) to find out.
There's just a lingering feeling that
something intriguing lurks in the
depths, and you can't draw it into
the open, but it's going to drive you
crazy if you let yourself think about
it, so you try even harder to stay
focused, while your subconscious
churns away without you...
Or maybe I'm just insane and you
should ignore me and carry on as
you were.

Would you wear a yellow ribbon in support of
bringing the American
soldiers home from
Kosovo?
Jennifer Plas
Senior
Early Childhood/
Elsmentary
Education
"Ves. I have family
and friends who
may go over. I'd
love to support
them."
Jo. Fisher
Freshman
Applied Health Sci.
"It is their patriotic
duty."

Tony Malik
Freshman
Undecided
"Yes. I would wear
a ribbon, but I also
think the problems
need resolved."

6 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Men's and Women's Track
at Sea Ray Relays

Review

markets.

Transgender Forum

Fiction writer Ronald Prather

To register or for more informa-

8181 for more information. 1104

Male and female performers

and poet Jason Nelson will read

Knoxville, Tenn.

tion, contact Geri Ludwig at

A & B Offenhauer West, BGSU.

and students will be available

/ 1 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Year 2000 Bug Workshop
ble? Find out with this informa-

Black Student Union Ticket
Sales/Spring Festival

tive

Union Foyer.

seminar.

Fee

S69.

Call

419/372-8181 for more informa-

7 7:30 am. - 7 p.m.

tion. Arrowhead Park, Maumee

Preparing Your Teaching
Portfolio tor Academic

10 a.m.

University m

TB

gludwig@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Is your computer Y2K compati-

Kylene Foster
Sophomore
Public Relations
"Yes, I would wear it.
The troops have
every right to be
honored for standing
up for America."

• People on the street is Intended as an unscientific sample ol the student population Anyone
desperately hoping to be in this feature may find it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say, seven-ish But you didn't hear It here

UPCOMING
Thursday 4/8/99

L.stoy Poling
Senior
Art History
"Yes. I think it's impor
font to support them
and show that we
care about what
they're trying to
accomplish."

or

419/372-6898. Student Union/
Alumni Room.

7 7:45 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Investing: How to Choose
the Right Mutual Fund
Discover mutual funds and how
to prosper in today's investment

Free. Call 419/372-

Faculty
Artist
Series:
Composers Rick Harris
and Brian Dobbelaere
Bryan

Recital

Hall,

Moore

Musical Arts Center.

7:30 p.m.

gendered people. A Rainbow

sponsored by BGSU's Creative

Daze event. Free and open to

Writing Program and the MFA

the

public.

MacDonald

7:30 p.m.
Fiction
and
Reading
by

9 p.m.
Poetry
Ronald

-

CROSSWORD
Mostly Cloudy,
HIGH: 73

HIGH: 57

LOW: 46

Today
...
increasing
clouds. A 30 percent
chance
of
showers
toward evening. High in
the upper 60s or lower
70s. North wind 5 to 10
mph becoming east at 10
to 15 mph.

Tomorrow ... cloudy with
scattered showers. High
in the upper 50s. Chance
of rain 50 percent.
Warmer today,
tomorrow.

LOW: 49

peregrination

Tonight ... periods of
showers and thunderstorms. Low in the mid
40s. Chance of rain 90
percent.

cooler

56 Praise highly
57 Make minor
repairs
59 Business abbr.
61 Opposing position
62 Go signal
66 Prevarications
69 Car signal
70 Cheers"
bartender
71 Onent
72 Squabble
73 Soul seller

ACROSS
Coursa
Asian sea
Compacent
Davenport
resideit
15 Crazy
16 Unadulterated
17 Voyeur
19 Fixer-upper phrase
20 Old salt
21 Jerry and Andy
23 Uses a laser
weapon
27 Picture border
29 Say again and
again
30 Gardner ot
mysteries
31 _ Marie Saint
32 Bleacher bleat
33 Quantities ol
paper
35 Had a bite
37 Plumbing woes
41 Standing by
42 Slot-filler
43 Madame Curie
44 Boulder
45 Cassowary's
cousin
46 Severe
47 Phone »
49 Under the weather
51 Seth'sson
52 Ingredenl in glass
55 Shitty
1
6
10
14

•/ pair-uh-grah-NAYshun /•
to travel, especially on foot: to
walk
Example:
Bowen began his
dusty, lonely peregrination
down the Arizona highway,
looking for a lift to the
gas
station
forty miles
away.
Peregrination comes from the
Latin "peregrinator, " which
means to travel, or to wander.
Much like the peregrine falcon does.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
23
24
25

Camp(us) N Drag Show

Prather and Jason Nelson

I

MacDonald Countryside Room.

1f

4

|

4

TOMORROW
Haze.

Reading Series. Prout Chapel.

Countryside Room.

daily
TODAY

from their works. This event is

for your questions about trans-

Noon

DOWN
Tout's otfenng
Lobster eggs
Stupelied state
Top ott
Contract In
wrinkles
Make worse
Squeal
In a tizzy
"Ecstasy" star
Hedy
Portable
warmer
lhe_Man"
Bathsheba's
husband
Canvas coating
Tom Dick or
Harry, e.g.
Domains
Ciphers
_ we all?
Author ot 'The

"

Republic"
Language expert
Japanese mats
Oration
Zestfully
enthusiastic
38 Sports venue
39 Imperial Russian
Ballet
40 Feel
48 Chuckles
50 A Redgrave
52 Hackneyed
53 Greek colony
54 Old stringed
instruments
58 Gun on stage, eg
60 Pitch symbol
63 Pitcher's stat
64 Nest-egg $
65 Plains antelope
66 That guy's
67 Vietnamese
holiday

.".■

26
28
34
36
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PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is intended as a
source of non-vital information as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring dally minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed here are real; names have been
changed to protect the Innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments. Ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
Siladly accepted: please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
n hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material Is worthy
will get to see it in print ... such reward.

TV GUIDE SECTION
THURSDAY APRIL 8,1999
! 6:00 I 6:30 I 7:00

^i
I

7:30

I

8:00

I

8:30

I

9:00

I

9:30

I 16:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30

BROADCAST

STATIONS

CD
CD
S3

NewsX

CBS News

Wheel-Fortune

Jeopardy! 5

Promised Land (In Stereo) X

Turks "Siege" (In Slereo) X

NewsX

ABC Wld News

En! Tonight

Hollywood Sq.

Home Videos

Home Video*

Century: Coming Apart (in Slereo) X

Frasier B

Friends X

Will t Grace X

Frasier "10" X

a>
SD
C?
3D

NewsX

NBC News

Judge Judy X

Computr Chro.

Business Rpt.

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Nighlline B
Tonight Show

ER "Pont ot Origin'' (In Slereo) X

NewsX

Full Circle (In Slereo) (Part 2 ol 10) Mystery! "Inspector Morse" X

Airport (In Slereo) (Part 1 ol 3) X

Chsriie Rose (In Stereo) X

Arthur I

School Today

This Old House [Yankee Shop

Mystery! "Inspector Morse" X

Airport (In Slereo) (Pan t ol 3) X

Time Goes By

Charlie Rose s

Home Improve.

Mad About Ton

Seinfeld ■

Friends .1

World s Wildest Police Videos »

Foi Files (in Slereo) X

NewsX

Newsradio.«.

TBA

Jerry Springer

Simpsons X

Simpsons X

Friends X

Frasier X

7 Deys "Las! Breath" (In Stereo) X Star Trek: Voyager (In Slereo) X

Nesrs

Sports TV Del

Friends X

Frasier X

Movie: *•• "Heap!toiWW»xr(1942. Advsnlure)RayMtfand I

Movie: *•» 'St*eo«:4jrComnarid"(l955, Drama) James Slewart

STATIONS

Movie: tf'n XHNortiside 777"(19«8. Drama) Jamas Slewarl

COM Saturday hsghtUveX

Daily Show (R)

DISC New House

Wi*d Discovery: Cougar

ENC

Masters

NewsX

Newshour Wilh Jim Lehrer 3C

CABLE
*MC

|justShoolMe

[48 Hours "Human Guinea Pgs" I NewsX

|Fi«-ll-Llna (H)

[Stein's Money

Movie: ••'! Gray UoyDown"(l978, Suspense) Chanlon Heslon.

ESPN up Close

Sportscenter

Movie: •• "Three Amigos'"(!966. ComedyJChevy Chase. Steve Martsi Aspen Comedy Festival II (R)

Daily Show

Guardians ol the Night (R)

Guardlanaol the Night (R)

|Science Mysteries

Movie: »• 'The Cupepper Came Comrnny" [W2)

Into the Unknown

[Movie: •«", "AirAm«rica"(l990, Adventure) MelGbson. (In Stereo)

|NHL Hockey: PiUsbutgh Pengueis al Philadelphia Flyers. From tie Fust Union Center, (live) I

[Baseball

|8tstn's Money

| "3 Hard Way"

Sportscenter X

Movie: ■free Far (1999. Drama) Jadyn Smith (In Slereo) X

700 Club

HBO (5 30) Movie: "Advent-Babysit"

Movie: ••• "BindDan "(1987. Comedy) Bruce Wills. PG-13'

Movie: «• 'i "Mdecsw Proposir(1993. Drama) Robert Redtord. 'R' i

Shock Video 4: Turn-On TV (R) X

HIST As It Happened: LA. Earthquake

20th Century (R)

Frontier Doctors (Rl

Wrath ol God: Disasters

MapMaklngX

Treina Unlimited "The Engineers"'

Unplugged |R) (in Slereo)

Total Bequest Live (R) (In Slereo)

Celebrity Death [Tom Green |R)

Blame Game

NewAddams

NewAddame

MTV

Countdown

Fanatic ;R

Beavis-Bull

Sill a Oily

sc

Sports News

lad Word

Cavs

NBA Basketball Orlando Mage al Cleveland Cavaliers From Gund Arena. (Live)

SCIFI Quantum Leap (In Stereo) I

Star Trek "Eiaan ol Troyius" X

TIC

Home Again (R) | Home Again (R) Trauma: Lite

TNT

Due Soutti (In Stereo) X

TOON Bat man-Series

Scooby Ooo

|Trauma: Lile

Movie: «• "WMWMlS^r"(1S92| Jean-Claude Van Damme

Star Tn* "Elaan ot Troyius" X

Medical Delect

A Wing and a Prayer (R)

Medical Dated |Without Warn.

ER "Faith'' (In Stereo) X

Move:

Animaniacs

JohnnyBrevo

Dealer's Lab

rw Untofwtd" {<%$) Two Civil War velerans MM MadCW IWtUonaries
|Cow a Chicken

USA High (R)X Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker. Teua Ranger (In Stereo)

USA

Gotf

VH1

Behind the Music' Selena" (R)

.- - ,

Video Timeline [Video Timeline

[loveline (R)

Major League Baseball CeaYlM hdeysl a: Ana' - ■ Ana. 1 ;L,,e;

| Jungle (R)

Video Timeline

| Video Timeline

BugalDatty

| Tom end Jerry

|Flintstones I

Movie: •»• "The Long«»>rs"(l9B0) Stacy Keach
Scooby Doo

Qott The Masters -- First Round. Augusta, Ga. (R) I)
Behind the Musk' Heart" (R)

| Behind the Music "Duran Duran"

[Johnny Bravo

on striken rralbora- tortiscnm-fiaiHy Depression is simply a suppression

rncMy •'•ui.ibic. only 1 m 5 over scc-s treatment Why do so many just dray
rna of (k'p'e^stoo- as an >lness and as the threat that rt is to each and

Sliders "Eggheads" On Slereo) X
[Without Warn.

Depri

(M bram .icTivity Cut .T\ik«"> Me i*iboa'.ib'c And oven dough depression is
•hen'Sdves .iionci or eventually sceh rottet through smced*'1 Fsrst. theres the lac k

World's Greatest Magic IV

FAM

The last challenge
of a socially
conscious society?

Cow A Chicken
NY Undercover

| Legends "U2" (R) (In Slereo)

I r>1 us Stvo'id. triere's the unwrtrranted negative •.iigma attached to it
Vein know, iho 'rnantaT thing

it's time to collectivery taco depression To know if t

an inosSi »ol a weakness And it's a
^-iircnfjc that's lonqove^toe.hs
■ it-eiMoomaf.yot us already

. #A.I TOf VI Tat aO
^^M^kgLt
DE PWff Sj/C/'V
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World &Nation
Eye on
news
■implied from ttaff and wire report*

■BIG SMOOCHI
World kissing record broken
JERUSALEM (AP) — After kissing for what they called a worldrecord 30 hours and 45 minutes, an Israeli couple was treated for
fatigue at a hospital Wednesday.
Martin Downham, the head of research at the Guinness Book of
Records, said he still had to verify the world record claim of the
Israeli couple, Dror Orpaz and Karmit Tsubera.
■ The previous kissing record of 29 hours was set last year in New
York.
The pair was among 300 couples who participated in a marathon
kissing contest sponsored by a U.S. toothpaste company.
The contest, held in Tel Aviv's main square, kicked off at 8:30 p.m.
Monday-By 3 p.m. Tuesday, only two couples remained, and 12
hours later Orpaz and Tsubera were the only ones still kissing.

■CHINESE ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Company recalls egg rolls
WASHINGTON (AP) — Los Angeles-based Fil-Am Specialty
Foods is recalling two flavors of A I Tropical-brand Philippine-style
egg rolls because the wrappers do not list eggs as an ingredient.
People with allergies to eggs run the risk of serious or life-threatening reactions if they consume the products, and should return
them to the place of purchase for a refund.

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
—
The
Smithsonian Institution's newest
exhibit is as tall as the Tower of
Pisa, as heavy as a fighter plane
and inflates to the volume of
seven Olympic swimming pools:
the silvery hot-air balloon that
carried two adventurers around
the world in 20 days.
The balloonists, Brian Jones
and Bertrand Piccard, got a
hero's welcome Wednesday at
the National Air and Space
Museum where their historic
vehicle soon will be displayed
alongside Charles Lindbergh's
Spirit of St. Louis airplane,
Orville and Wilbur Wright's 1903 Balloonists Bertrand Piccard of Switzerland, left, and Brian Jones of Britain, right, hold the Budflyer and the Apollo 11 com- weiser Cup during a ceremony at the Smithsonian's Air and Space Museum in Washington. The
mand module from man's first two received the trophy and $ 1 million for their round-the-world excursion.
mission to the moon.
The balloon, minus the hot air thin, reflective synthetic materi- satellite phones and a fax with the wind," said Jones, 52, a
that makes it soar 181 feet, will al, will be displayed, but the machine. Quarters were tight, British pilot and balloon instrucdid not
„,., . ....
be on display beginning in Sep- main attraction will be the gon- bul the two say , they
, .
. .
tor. We ust had to put our capdola.
have a cross word during their
tember.
The high-tech gondola — more than 26,!S00-mile ride on sule into a position where MothThe balloon, known as the
Breitling Orbiter 3, will arrive at about the size of two minivans the jet streams.
er Nature could just take us in
the museum after exhibits in — has a bunk, toilet, kitchen
"We didn't have to overcome ner arms " w™ * wonderful
Switzerland and London. The area, control panel, oxygen and
skin of the balloon, made of a nitrogen tanks, solar panels, nature ... we had to harmonize reeling.

Outstanding international
Qraduate Student Awards

* RATE OF PAY:
$5.15 - $6.00
* QUALIFICATIONS: Upperclassmen only
(Sophomore - Graduate level)
Minimum 3.00 Cumulative GPA
Must be able to tutor at least 2
different subject areas

International Graduate Student Awards are intended
to honor and encourage international graduate students whose academic achievements display a high
order of excellence and distinction. Graduate Student
Senate International Affairs Committee seeks to recognize students of exceptional ability who show promise
for future substantial achievement.

Complete an application and turn in a copy of your
BGSU unofficial transcript to the Athletic Academic
Affairs Office. The Athletic Academic Affairs Office
is located in Memorial Hall Room 200. 372-7096
Applications will be accepted from April 5-16.
Interviews will be held from April 19-21.

Event Marketing Manager
Pro Performance Marketing is in search for an
outgoing, enthusiastic, reliable, goal oriented student
marketing manager to promote a university sponsored
marketing program throughout the fall 1999 semester.
Responsibilities include:
• Event Coordination
• Staff Management & Motivation
• Operations Management
• Quality Control
Program Benefits include excellent pay. incentive
program, all expense paid training conference in
August, and valuable experience gained in event
marketing. Freshman, sophomores, juniors and student
organization leaders encouraged to apply.

THE BEST PLACE
TO WATCH
Professional Wrestling

It

WNTOWN

An application package can be picked up at the GSS
Office (700 Administration Building) and returned no
later than April 26 to Bonike Odegbami, GSS
International Affairs Coordinator. Awards will be
given to 2 outstanding International Graduate
Students during the Shanklin Award Ceremony.

WWF • WCW • ECW

For more information, please contact the GSS office at
372-2426 or Bonike at omoboni@bgnet.bgsu.edu

LIVE ALL DIGITAL TELECASTS

Rentals

332 S. Main
(our only office)

352-5620

Sport's Bar & Deli

SUNDAY NIGHTS

NEWIPVj

On campus interviews on 4/20/99.
For more info call Kristin at 800-377-1924, ext. 208.

372-6966

First balloon to circle world reaches Smithsonian

The Athletic Academic Affairs Office is looking for
qualified applicants who are interested in joining their
Tutorial Staff for the 1999-2000 academic year.

* ALL SUBJECT AREAS NEEDED
* HOW TO APPLY:

Editor-in-Chief,
Mike Wendling

• Lots of TVs
117 l*hman: One bedroc...
lower duplex with double living
rooms. Front porch. S480.00
per month plus utilities for a 12
month lease.
205 W. Washington: One bedroom upper duplex. S420.00 per
month plus utilities for a 12
month lease.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom upper duplex. Located
near downtown. S550.00 per
month plus utilities for a 12
month lease.

• 2 Huge Screens
• Plenty of Room
• Plenty of Specials

No Cover 18 & Over
THIS SUNDAY NIGHT
APRIL 11TH IT'S WCW/NWO
SPRING STAMPEDE!

www. newloverealty. com

BECKLEY
£>BI
CARDY
ftGROUP*
Everything for School

Looking for a Summer Job in Mansfield?
• Summer 1999 BG News Editor
•Fall 1999 BG News Editor
• 1999-2000 Gavel Editor
• 1999-2000 Key Yearbook Editor
• 1999-2000 Miscellany Editor
• 1999-2000 Obsidian Editor
.

Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, April 16th, 5 p.m.
j
1

Beckley Cardy Group has been in Mansfield, Ohio for 35 years. Each summer we
hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution center.
We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet lots of new
friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We still have positions available. So, if you are looking for the opportunity to earn
some real money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an
application. We are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further
information call us at 419-589-1882 or 800-305-0174, extension 1882.
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KOSOVO
\ Continued from page one.

Sandy Berger, President Clinton's national security adviser,
was cautious about the mission
but said "we certainly would
welcome any release."
Another nightmare was brewIing for the tens of thousands of
Kosovo refugees who had made
I it across into neighboring Macedonia only to be trapped for days
in squalid conditions.
With frightening efficiency,
Macedonian officials emptied
the border city of Blace on
Wednesday, hustling thousands
of refugees onto buses so quickly
that some were separated from
their families.
I
t
•
I

Macedonia, which has been
criticized for conditions at the
makeshift camp, said it shipped
10,000 refugees to Albania and
moved 25,000 others to NATO
tent camps further in-country.
Aid workers said about 10,000
refugees from the camp were
unaccounted for.
"Most people here don't know
what their fate is going to be.
They don't even know where
their relatives are, where their
mothers are," said Nebi Qena,
21, after being moved from Blace
to a NATO-run camp. "My
brother was on the other side of
the border waiting to get in. I
don't know if he was turned
back."
Macedonia has been flooded

with more than 130,000 refugees
since NATO airstrikes began
March 24, and it has castigated
the United Slates and its NATO
allies for failing to stem the tide.
At NATO headquarters, Air
Commodore David Wilby said
alliance aircraft struck before
dawn Wednesday at dozens of
military targets and what NATO
called "fielded forces in and
around Kosovo" with "surgical
precision."
He announced NATO's "first
major breakthrough against
armored forces in the field," saying "we were able to locate and
attack several units." In one
attack, he said, allied planes
dropped weapons on a column
of seven to 12 vehicles.

comics and cartoons with female
superheros in them and also
incorporate some martial arts.
For Erin Brewer, a freshman
dance major, this will be her first
performance in the showcase
with the UPD. She will be dancing in three pieces, one of them
being "The Day God Called You
Home."
Brewer enjoys dancing with
the UPD and showcasing her talent.
"I've been dancing all of my
life," Brewer said. "It is a fun
thing to do."
Jerome, Beening and DiBiaso
are hoping that the audience
comes away from the performance with a greater appreciation for dance and those who

perform it,
"I want the audience to leave
with an appreciation for dance
and the art of it, and to understand how hard everyone in the
UPD has worked," Beening said.
DiBiaso agreed and thinks
that the showcase will appeal to
the general public.
"I think our showcase will
appeal more to people who
aren't necessarily artists," she
said.
She thinks that it is also
important that the audience realize that students can put on a
show by themselves.
The admission price for the
showcase is $3.

DANCERS

NATO is trying lo force Milosevic to withdraw Serb special
police and military units from
Kosovo and accept a three-year
interim autonomy agreement
that would be policed by 28,000
NATO troops, including American soldiers.
Ethnic Albanians made up 90
percent of the 2 million prewar
populace of Kosovo, a province
in Serbia, the main republic in
Yugoslavia. Milosevic's crackdown on ethnic Albanian separatists began 14 months ago.
NATO spokesman Jamie Shea
told reporters in Brussels, Belgium, that NATO was "deeply
preoccupied" by reports of atrocities being committed against
civilians and that in Kosovo 50

villages reportedly have been
burned since Saturday.
I le also said three mass
gravesites have been identified,
based on refugee testimony.
On Wednesday, the rebel
Kosovo
Liberation
Army
claimed Serb forces massacred at
least 51 civilians, including 12
children, during a raid on the village of Celina, southwest of
Pristina, hours after the airstrikes
began.
In Washington, Slate IX'parlment spokesman James P. Rubin
said nine Serb commanders have '
been linked to atrocities in Koso-^
vo and could face war crime"
prosecutions.

Shefveland said they are not
anti-war, but that they do believe
that the war is political and soldiers are risking their lives for
political reasons.
Shefveland also said she has a
vested interest in the conflict
because her best friend is over
there right now. She also grew

up in a military family

RIBBON

Continued from page one.

she recently confronted dealing
With the death in her family.
"I tried to incorporate loss
into it," DiBiasio said. "Dancers
wrote down their thoughts on
loss and gave them to me. I
think it is important to appeal to
a lot of people and not do just
what you like."
Members of the UPD will also
be dancing to two other pieces
choreographed by DiBiasio, one
entitled "If I Were a Female
Superhero" with music by Soul
Coughing. This piece was first
performed at the American College Dance Festival in Illinois
over spring break. The movements for the piece came from

Howard's Club H

■ ■
210 N Main

In Washington, Air Force Maj.
Gen. Charles Wald, vice director
for strategic plans and policy for
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the
low-flying "tank killer" A-10 aircraft hit Serb forces in Kosovo
overnight, the first time the
Warthogs struck enemy targets
in the campaign.
"The early reports are excellent," Wald said, without providing details.
The Yugoslav news agency
Tanjug said at least 10 people
were killed and eight seriously
injured in an airstrike Wednesday on administrative buildings
in Kosovo's capital of Pristina.
Television footage of Pristina
showed huge mounds of rubble,
twisted steel and broken glass.

fflen-ial 17 2: JO am

Continued from page one.

out campus. They said the
response was so great that they
have to make more.
"II was really amazing the
response we got, we only got a
few negative responses," Bushnell said.

"I always expected other people to do campaigns like this, but
when no one did, I realized I had
to do it myself," she said.

American Heart f
Association*"

don I Mt friends dnvt onn

■ i* n

Choose Healthful Foods

© ffiffltfTOfflffiMWumW<MW(^^

U S Daportnwnt of Transportatlo
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Bentwood Subdivision
(across from Mercer Manor)

LOOKING- FOR AN EXCITING. UNIQUE LOCATION
FOR YOUR END OF SCHOOL YEAR PARTY?
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YUGOSLAVIA
Conlinued from page one.

almost complete autonomy in
Kosovo under Yugoslavia's 1974
constitution.
This meant that the Albanians,
who make up 90 percent of the
population of Kosovo, had their
own courts, police, health, education systems (including an
academy of sciences), and representatives in all federal organs of
Yugoslavia.
Autonomy, however, is not
complete independence.
"Autonomy means that Kosovo was allowed to run its own
affairs with less regulation," said

Curtis Peet, a University political
science professor. "They could
teach in their own language and
preserve their own culture, but
Kosovo was still a part of Serbia."
The Kosovars, as they grew
comfortable
with
their
autonomous status, began to
express a desire to succeed from
Serbia and become an independent state.
If Kosovo was to become its
own state, it would be extremely
small.
"It would be like if the greater
Toledo area expressed an interest
in becoming their own country,"
Peet said. He said before the

refugee flight, Kosovo had about
two million people living within
its boundaries.
Serbs, the minority living in
Kosovo, watched the Albanians'
desire for a state of their own
grow and said the Albanians
harassed and threatened them in
order to get them to leave the territory.
After many pleas and complaints about the Kosovo situation to Serbian officials, the
Kosovo Serbs finally gained the
attention of Slobodan Milosevic,
the head of the Serbian Communists.
Milosevic, whose first name,
ironically, means "free-loving,"

knew supporting tighter control
of the Albanians in the Kosovo
province would gain him political support from the Serbs.
Between 1989 and 1990, Milosevic succeeded in revoking
Kosovo's autonomous status.
Kosovar
Albanians
began
demonstrating. In March 1989,
60 demonstrating Albanians
were killed by the Serbian police
force.
"Yugoslavia viewed the Albanians as a terrorist group," Peet
said. "They (the Serbs) believe
they are trying to rid themselves
of terrorist problems."
The issue of independence for
Kosovo came to international

prominence about one year ago,
with the rise of the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). Serbian
crackdowns on the KLA backfired and the conflict grew as
Kosovar Albanians began to
gather support for their cause.
According to Peet, Milosevic
will not let Kosovo ever become
its own state.
"Yugoslavia keeps getting
smaller and smaller," he said.
"From his perspective, he needs
to hold on to Kosovo."
Serbs also consider the Kosovo region to be their holy land.
"Kosovo is important to Serbia," said Don Rowney, a University history professor. "It has

been ever since the 1389 battle of
Kosovo when Serbian forces
were massacred by the invading
Turks."
Serbs also consider Kosovo to
be the starting point of their civilization. However, the ancestors
of the ethnic Albanians had
already been established in the
Kosovo region before the Serbs
arrived.
"The problems between the
Albanians and the Serbs will not
go away," Peet said. "They will
continue forever."

EU to comply with WTO ruling in banana fight
The Associated Press
BRUSSELS, Belgium — The
European Union said Wednesday it will abide by the decision
of the World Trade Organization
supporting U.S. claims that EU
banana import rules violate
WTO regulations.
The WTO on Tuesday authorized the United States to impose

$191 million in 100 percent tariffs
on European goods — anything
from sweaters to handbags and
coffee makers.
The amount of tariffs authorized was one-third of the U.S.
demand of $520 million. The
United States will be able to
choose from a list of products
which will gel the tariffs.
Leon Brittan, trade commis-

sioner for the EU's executive
body, continued to criticize the
U.S. tariffs Wednesday.
Nevertheless, "we will naturally abide by the rules applicable in the case of such decisions,
as we have consistently said we
would," Brittan said in a statement.
During the six-year battle, the
United States has contended that

Adult Movie Star '/, of Blondage

EU rules unfairly discriminate
against bananas grown by Chiquita Brands International Inc.
and Dole Food Co. in order to
favor bananas grown by former
European colonies in Africa and
in the Caribbean. The American
companies have plantations in
Latin America.
U.S. officials said the smaller
amount of tariffs authorized by

Heather McCoy

JULIA ANN

the WTO still represents the
largest amount of trade sanctions
it has ever authorized.
The United States will decide
on the final list of targeted products in a few days, U.S. officials
said. They will be selected from
the original target list, which
covered products ranging from
Scottish cashmere sweaters and
Italian cheese to French hand-
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Tonight-Friday-Saturday
Showtimes 6-9-12-2
$15 Couch Dances Anytime!

bags and German coffee makers.
Prior to the WTO decision the
US. had attempted to impose
the full $520 million in sanctions.
The United States "must now
in any event immediately end
sanctions and the threat of sanctions on over half the trade currently subject to them," said Brittan, the EU's acting trade commissioner.

Rentals

j. Lisa MancoA
Andrea Adams**
WErin Shipman

Saturdays
Stacy Staruch

COUPLES NIGHT

Jenn Trevino

l!'l42 Button wood #A&C:
i One bedroom. #A $395.00, #C
|]'$355.00 per month for a 12 month
It, lease plus utilities.
it
I*224 1/2 Troup: One bedroom upper*
fl'duplex. $300.00 per month plus
t
J utilities for a 12 month lease.
•
Ir 824 Sixth St. #1,3,5,7 & 8: Two
\
[• bedroom apartments. FREE GAS
' HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $480.00 per
11 month for a 12 month lease plus electric.

Couples Get In Free & Never Wait In
Line. $25 Couples Couch Dances

gamma phi beta

Sundays

COLLEGE ID

spring new member class
big and little pairs

Get in Free with College ID!
Always looking For New Talent!
Tonight
Local Competition

Sherri Rippl _A_
"julie Miller

Lori Neal

A

WTolley Danesi

Danielle /unk
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Megan Wheeler

The High Flying Action Starts at 10

FREE PASS
Not valid during special evams • Exp. 4/22/99

Mindy Moratschek

224 Troup: Two bedroom lower duplex.
Close to campus. $525.00 per month plus »
utilities for a 12 month lease.

352-5620

•
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Carrie Meyer

332 S. Main (our only office)
www. newloverealty.com
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COLLEGE LIFE:

Faculty Excellence Awards Banquet

YOU COULD START YOUR
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE

USG Nomination Forms
for the Faculty Excellence Award, Dr. Hollis A.
Moore University Service Award and the
Dr. William T. Jerome III Award
are available at 404 Student Services building.
'Faculty, staff, undergraduates, and graduate students can be nominated.

and still get your full three hours of sleep.
UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Nominations Due:
April 9th, 1999
at 404 Student Services by 5:00 p.m.
Questions please call 372-8116
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ARP
Is Ohio
A'ternalive Retirement Plan
Yes, if...

kinko's

• You want choice in selecting your own investment portfolio from a diversified menu of
options available through Aetna's Retirement Master variable annuity;

Express Yourself."

• You want investment control in managing your retirement portfolio;
• You want the opportunity to benifit from the tax deferred growth potential of the investments
you select; ana
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The Right Choice For You?
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• You want retirement plan portability that doesn't limit your career opportunities.
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Please call for prospectuses containing more complete Information.
Including charges and expenses. Read the prospectuses carefully
before you Invest.

BOWLING GREEN • 115 RAILROAD ST. • 419-354-3977
24 HOURS / 7 DAYS A WEEK ■ WWW.KINK0S.COM
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Make the Best of a Great opportunity.
Variable Annuities are offered by Aetna Life Insurance and Annuity
Company Securities are offered by; Aetna Investment SerrtM. Inc.

a]

For more information, please contact:

Mike Landolt & Matthew Carter, CFS
Registered Representatives

3554 Oak Alley Court #400
Toledo, Ohio 43066
(419)534-4404
*TZ
800-462-7370
•mail: OhioARP@Aetna.com
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Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

BG track team
competes in
Sea Ray Relays
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News

BG Newt Photos/SCOTT FAUBER

Above: Falcon third baseman Erin Zwinck
takes a swing at a pitch in yesterday's
game against Detroit. Zwinck had two singles and knocked in a run to help the Falcons win. With the doubleheader sweep,
the Falcons improved their overall record
to 7-17.

Right: Bowling Green sottball pitcher Garrett Gholston winds up tor a pitch. In
game one, which BG won 3-1, Gholston
pitched six strong innings and only
allowed one run. Gholston upped her
pitching record to 4-6 on the year.

Falcons sweep
BG takes a doubleheader from Detroit, 3-1, 8-3
"1 felt confident thai we
should come out and beat this
team," BG coach Leigh RossTeams are always looking for Shaw said. "It's a good team,
momentum builders heading but we usually play pretty well
into important weekend confer- against them. After last Saturday, I wasn't very happy with
ence games.
Going info weekend games their play. There were a couple
against Eastern Michigan and shaky innings. We're still Irving
perennial power Central Michi- to get over that. I'm glad we had
gan, the Bowling Green Softball another non-conference game so
team looked for two wins at we could go back into conferhome against Detroit Wednes- ence to work out a few more
day. Through good pitching and kinks."
Garrelt Gholston (4-6) picked
defense as well as timely hitting,
the Falcons accomplished the up the win in the first game,
pitching six strong innings and
feat.
BG downed the Titans in the allowing just one run. Andrea
doubleheader, 3-1 and 8-3 Center came on in the seventh
respectively on a day where inning of the first game to pick
many Falcon players saw some up her first career save.
"She (Ross-Shaw) told me it
form of action.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

would be my role all year," Center said of relieving Gholston.
"I'm fine with that. I was nervous, but after I threw a couple
pitches, I was fine."
Freshman Jessie Milosek (1-2)
pitched six innings to pick up
her first collegiate career win in
the second game, not allowing a
run until the seventh inning.
"I was real excited to go in
the second inning," Milosek
said. "I felt confident out there
because the whole team was
behind me. I didn't think about
runners being on. I just focused
on the batter."
BG improved to 7-17 overall
while Detroit dropped to 6-17.
"I told the girls that all we
really needed was one run and
we should be able to hold them

with pitching and defense but
lately, our defense has been
causing too many errors so I'm
never satisfied with one run,"
Ross-Shaw said. "1 always feel
as if I can pretty much count on
Angie Domschot to make something happen out there. She did
it again for us today."
In the first game, the Titans
took a 1-0 lead in the second
inning but BG scored three in
the fourth to make the final
score of 3-1.
With one out, Colleen Bates
started the rally with a triple.
Gholston then walked and Carmen I titterdal reached base on a
bunt single. With Ihe bases
loaded, Domschot singled to
• See SOFTBALL, page eight.

son, Libby Mitchell and Hill has
been juggled a bit to account for
illness. Sabri is the normal
anchor, finishing off the final
1600 meters, but will probably
run the 800 because she has been
sick lately.
Thompson will most likely
anchor this weekend, according

The Bowling Green women's
track and field team is in
Knoxville, Term, today, competing in the Sea Ray Relays.
Some of Falcon coach Steve
Price's squad have been in
Knoxville since Tuesday, and the to Price.
rest will make their way down
Northwest Ohio Track and
today.
Becky Barnett made the trip Field Classic
The Falearly because the heptathalon
cons had a
began at 4 p.m. yesterday. Barsuccessful
nett took fourth place in the
weekend of
event last year and Price said he
was looking for a high placing
action while
again this year and possibly a
most of the
new school record.
University
This year will be the 31st year Steve Price
broke
for
for the event and the meet will
Easter.
bring together over 1,000 comPrice said he was much happetitors and 102 college and club pier with the results from the
teams from 15 conferences. Team Classic, held at Whittaker Track,
scores are not kept and the meet than he was with those from the
will run through Saturday.
Raleigh Relays two weeks ago.
BG's Huina Han was voted
"We improved quite a bit
the outstanding field-event ath- from the last weekend at
lete at last year's meet after win- Raleigh," Price said. "We had six
ning the triple-jump.
champions in the meet and Lisa
"This year she has a knee con- Keegan set a new school record
dition and although she is long in the hammer throw. She threw
jumping well, the triple jump is 172 feet 11 inches to beat her
not as strong," Price said. "In own record."
fact, she has to jump off the
Other winners for the Falcons
opposite foot. She still can jump included Thompson in the 1500
40 feet though, which is really meter run and Angie Michael in
amazing."
the 5000 meter run. Thompson
Tracy Hill may be the Falcon won her race by just under two
athlete to watch this weekend,
seconds while Michael finished
according to Price.
over 30 seconds in front of the
"She has been looking very
next competitor.
strong," Price said. "I would like
Han won the long jump with
to see her run under 55 seconds
a jump of 6.02 meters and Lori
in the 400 meter this weekend.
Williams and Emily Cokinos
Her best is 55.2 seconds."
contributed to a strong field
BG's best chances for wins are
event showing with wins in the
in the hammer throw, with Lisa
discus and javelin.
Keegan, the jumping events,
Price felt the weather wasn't
with Han, and the distance mednecessarily the difference in the
ley.
The distance medley team of two performances because the
Hanane Sabri, Christine Thomp- high wind counteracted the
warmer temperatures.

Tennis gears up for Xavier, Miami
Trip will be the Falcons first road trip in 5 matches
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
Before he was BG's men's tennis coach, Jay Harris was a
Bearcat, as in a University of
Cincinnati Bearcat.
Today he will visit old rivals
in the Xavier Musketeers and the
Miami RedHawks Friday.
"When I see that blue and silver, I go out (here with a little bit
, of animosity," Harris said. "It's
just a natural part of being a
Bearcat. I don't think it will play
into these guys at all."
BG has an overall record of 88 and a spotless Mid-American
Conference record of 3-0.
This will be the Falcons' first
road trip in five matches. During

"When I see that blue and silver, I go out
there with a little bit of animosity. It's just
a natural part of being a Bearcat. I don't
think it will play into these guys at all."
Jay Harris
Men's tennis head coach

that home stretch, BG won all
five. Three of those wins came
last week against Buffalo, Northem Illinois and Robert Morris.
While home has been kind to
the Falcons, they are ready to go
on the road.
"It will be a big change for
us," sophomore Brandon Gabel
said. "We'll get used to it. That's
why we are playing Xavier first.
So we don't waste a MAC
match."

The Musketeers, a member of
the Atlantic 10 Conference, are
thought to be a notch below the
Falcons, but are expected to still
present something of a challenge.
"I heard Xavier is not a bad
team, but I think we should beat
them," freshman Vitek Wild
said. "Miami, we are equal with
them. I think it will be a good
match."
The RedHawks barely made it

out of last weekend with a split.
They were bombed 7-0 at the
hands of Ball State and then
struggled to beat Toledo 5-2.
Miami has an overall record of
11-8.
"It's going to be a battle,"
Harris said. "They are going to
be real even with us at every
position. I feel we could be a little better at the top than they
are."
Harris expects the lineups to
be close to the same as the one
that played last weekend.
MAC Player of the Week
Radu Bartan will likely play in
the first flight. Wild, Matt Wiles,
Mike Kossoff and Ed Kuresman
will make up the middle flights.
Either Sonny Huyhn or Brandon
Gabel will vie for the sixth flight.

BG sophomore tennis player Brandon Gabel prepares to hit a
volley In practice. Gabel was undefeated last weekend In
beating Tom Betjeman, Buffalo; Brent Sltarski, Illinois; and Jesse
McKenna, Robert Morris. The tennis team will play Xavier
today and Miami Friday.
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OVER THE WIRE

STANDINGS
Transactions
National Football League
CINCINNATI BENGALS—Signed WR Tom
mie Boyd to a two-year contract.
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Signed WR Leslie
Shepherd.
GREEN BAY PACKERS—Signed RB Brent
Moss. Waived LB Toran James.
NEW YORK JETS—Signed P Dirk Johnson.
PITTSBURGH STEELERS—Released OL Will
Wolford.
HOCKEY
NHL—Suspended San Jose D Bryan March
ment one game for an offensive comment
directed at a Vancouver player on Saturday.
FLORIDA PANTHERS—Recalled F Ryan
Johnson from New Haven of the AHL.
MONTREAL CANADIENS—Returned D
Miloslav Guren to Fredericton of the AHL.
NEW YORK RANGERS—Promoted director
of public relations John Rosasco to vice presi
dent, public relations.

Browns add offensive threat

compiled from wire sources

I he Associated Press

TENNIS

Bartan earns MAC
player of the week
Bowling Green senior Radii
Bartan won the honor of the MidAmerican Conference player of the
week In men's tennis. Batan was
victorious In singles matches
against Buffalo. Northern Illinois,
and Robert Morris to post a perfect 3-0 record. He also had a perfect 2-0 record In doubles competition with teammate Matt Wiles.
This is the first time In his
Batan s career to recieve this
honor.
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CLEVELAND (AP) -- The
Browns added a deep offensive
threat, signing restricted freeagent wide receiver Leslie Shepherd to a reported one-year contract.
Shepherd, who played five
seasons with the Washington
Redskins, reportedly signed a
deal Wednesday worth a base
salary of $800,000 with an incentive package thai could boost it
to $1.5 million.
In five seasons with the Redskins, the 29-year-old Shepherd
caught 125 passes for 2,112 yards
and 18 TDs. Last season he had a

career-high 43 receptions for
712 yards and eight TDs.
"The addition of Shepherd
provides us with a receiver with
big-play potential," said Dwight
Clark, Cleveland's director of
football operations.
After cleaning out his locker
at the Redskins' facility in Virginia on Tuesday, Shepherd said
he had been seeking a $3.25 million deal.
Shepherd, had hoped to resign with the Redskins, but
never got an offer from the club.
The Redskins plan to start wide
receivers Michael Westbrook
and Albert Connell next season.

Masters at a glance
Event: The 63rd Masters Tournament.
Dates: April 8-11.
Site: Augusta National Golf Club.
Length: 6,985 yards.
Pan 36-36—72.
Format: 72 holes of stroke play, sudden death p.
off if necessary.
Purse: To be determined ($3.2 million in 1998).
Defending champion: Mark O'Meara.
Noteworthy: Because of the large field (96 players),
threesomes will be used for the first time since 1962
for the Thursday and Friday rounds. After the cut,
the usual two-player pairings will return for the
weekend.
Quoteworthy: "Anybody who wants to be the best
in the world has to keep up with the one setting the
standard. Tiger (Woods) and David (Duval) may be
the best two at the moment, but I'm not thai far
behind." — Lee Westwood, who has won 10 times
on foreign tours and once in the United States in the
past two years.

Golf prepares for Penn. State

SOFTBALL^
the fence.' It felt great to get it over just to give us

Continued from page seven.

center scoring Bates and Gholston. Caroline Reitz
followed with a single to score Hitterdal.
BG jumped on Detroit right away in the second
game in the first inning. With the bases loaded and
one out, Bates singled home Domschot. Lynsey
Ebel followed with a groundout to score Erin
Zwinck. The Falcons led 2-0.
Detroit rallied to tie the game at two before
Milosek pitched BG out of a bases-loaded jam.
Zwinck singled in Milosek lo break the tie in the
second.
The score remained that way until the sixth
when BG scored five runs to put the game out of
reach. Domschot began the route with a two-run
blast over the rightfield wall. It was her second
home run of the season, making it 5-2 Falcons.
"All I wanted to do is hit a solid shot like I had
been doing all day," the sophomore outfielder
said. "Actually, I did not know it was over the
fence until my teammates said, 'Hey Ang, it's over

feel better."
With one out, Zwinck and Amy Hamilton had
back-to-back singles. Erin Johnson ran for Hamilton. Bates then reached on an error and Zwinck
scored. Ebel then walked to load the bases.
Pam Brossia then grounded into a fielder's
choice as the second baseman threw home, but the
catcher pulled her foot making Johnson safe on the
play. Milosek followed with a single, scoring Bates.
"I knew we would come around and get started," Ross-Shaw said. "I just didn't know when. I
don't like to wait that long, but as long as I can get
the runs before the seventh inning, I'm happy with
it."
Auicriciin Head
UMH union

American Hcun
Association

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

By DAN NIED
The BG News

a comfort zone. We needed that comfort zone to

The greens at Forrest Creason
Golf Course are actually getting
green again. That means the golf
season has finally arrived.
Last weekend, the women's
golf team headed to Illinois to
play in the Illinois Invitational.
They finished seventh out of 14
teams in a tournament that was
marred by rain and wind.
"We had a good first day,"
head coach Kurt Thomas said.
"But the weather on the second
day affected our game."
Leading the team was junior
Shannon Sharp with a tworound score of 166. She was tied
for 19th place in the tournament.
Two strokes behind Sharp was
junior Missy Hinds. Rounding
out BG's performances was
freshman Angel Garrett, senior
Heidi Hansen and freshman

Shannon Smith.
BG opened its season over
spring break with a week-long
trip lo Pebblecreek Country Club
in Tampa, Fla. They finished
19th of 23 teams. Sharp and
Hinds led the team with two
round scores of 176 while Shannon Sharp recorded a 177. the
meet gave the team a chance to
warm up for the season.
"It helped a lot," said Thomas
about the meet. " We had not
picked up a club before that, so it
gave us a chance to get some
good practice in."
This weekend the Falcons
will compete in the Penn State
Invitational. Thomas sees the
meet as a challenge for his team.
"Penn State has a tough
course," he said. "The conditions
are questionable and it will be a
strong field. It will be a chance
for us to compete against good
competition."
The first three tournaments

will prove as a simple warm up
to the golfers' ultimate goal of
The Mid-American Conference
championship. BGSU will be the
host school for the event, which
will be held at Kings Island in
Cincinnati.
Thomas is trying to prepare
his team for the MAC championship.
"That is definitely our biggest
goal this year," said Thomas of
the MAC championship. "We
think we have a shot. It's going
to be about which team plays
best on that day."
The coaches in the MAC,
however, do not see the Falcons
as a real threat. BG was picked to
finish sixth out of seven teams in
the MAC coaches poll.
"We will use that as motivation," Thomas said. "The poll
was taken based on performances last fall. We have
improved considerably."

Reduce your
risk factors

Join the BG News

Hi're .nnjia Ut
Come see u/hv,

National Adult Baseball Association
Work Out & Draft

Charlcstown Apartmenis - 710 Stou Hamilton A and 730 Scott Hamilton A,B,C, & I)
Spacious tivo bedroom units with patiolbalcony, central air, garbage disposals,
full baths, private parking, on-site laundry, and lots of storage. Landlord pays
hot & cold water, sewer & waste disposal.
$525ltno. unfurn., $575lmo. furn.

<0> Saturday, April 10th @ Noon
<0> Carter Park, Bowling Green
® $5.00 Registration Fee

Ashdon Apartments - Bjttfmitllamilion
Ouriixtgicun fitlf-^Kiimmff^piUUn """
unu...iviuuy
totall) remodeled,
remoat
neu carpel. linoleum.
blinds &fresh paint' Lots oj::,,(.'%;M^lMjMt:>f^fff^he£partment.
.great for ■/ people
■fpM fa
iS + electric

Time is running out!!! Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BO • 352-4380
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A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

Call (419) 352-0496 for more info

Don't just read everything you believe

\

Opinion*, Editorial*, tetters. Every weekday, Pane two in The BO News.

ictoria's Secret
Catalogue is the place
to be now & later!

<00>/ NEWIPVE rCOO
Rentals
330 1/2 N. Church St.: One bedroom
upper duplex. $335.00 per month plus
utilities tor a 12 month lease.

UAO Movie
Friday & Saturday
April 9&10
8:00 & 11:00 PM
111 Olscamp
$2.00 Admission

Join us and en|oy Mhos! greet advantage*:
• Discounts of up to 3**» at The Limited, Inc. apparel
businesses, Including:
Victoria's Secret
Lamer New YortfE
Lane Bryant
Express

Bath a Body Works
Structure
Limited are
Limited

• Variety of schedulaa (hours/days)
• On the busline

*

131 Clay St. #A-D: One bedroom upper
and lower apartments. FREE GAS HEAT,
WATER, & SEWER. #A $370.00, #B
$355.00, #C $355.00, #D $335.00 per
month for a 12 month lease plus electric.

• Business casual environment

....

We Want Your
Student Films!

To learn more, contact your Placement
either ol the follovvtna) locations lo «>mp

or stop by
an application:

an Columbm
3426 Morse Crossing
JoWlne: 337 WORK- POX: «1 4-337-3073

Student Films will be shown
April 28th
at the Gish Film Theater
Submit your films ASAP to
220 University Union

318 Conneaut #B&C: One bedroom
unfurnished apartments in a house. #B
$305.00, #C $350.00 per month plus
electric for a 12 month lease. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER & SEWER.

**hone: 614-337-3«»». Email: JOBS-COg|

fm Kiiiniliin
*

MBS Bigger Road
JOtoHne 438-WORK- Fax: B37-438-4033
ftfcone: 937-438-4«*a. Email: IOBS-KOw«Catoom

332 S. Main
352-5620 (our only office)
www. newloverealty. com

VICTORIA'S SEC
CATALOGUE

/
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125 Clay St. #B & D: One bedroom
apartments FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. KB $390.00, #D $350.00 per
month tor a 12 month lease plus electric.
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ISSUE EIGHT

THE ANSWER TO OUR COVER QUESTION:

LOVI AND MARRIAGE—
FOR ALL

Oay
Lesbian
Bisexual
Transgendered
Q ueer
Questioning
Straight Supportive

Contributing writer Leigh Grimes tackles the hot topic
of same-sex weddings and the debate over
homosexual unions.

A PERFECT VISION
An in-depth look at the campus' sole resource for
g/1/b/t/q/q/ss students. Wading through
societal
stereotypes
and
overcoming
discrimnatory obstacles, the organization has
impressed the University community with its visibility, programming and bravery.

I J »1 k lO RIAL
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SPRING BREAK IN
THE SOUTH BRONX
Senior Derrick Jones reveals passages
from his personal journal of spending a
week in homeless shelters, church sanctuaries and prisons for the Ethnic
Studies department's race/poverty
issues South Bronx trip.

THE

'PLIGHT' OF MAKING A SPECIAL EDITION
fOR RAINBOW DAZE
BY TIM L. MARSHALL, EDITOR IN CHIEF

Although The Obsidian has
always been thought of as the "voice of
the underrepresenied," not all underrepresented groups received a fair
amount of coverage in the publication—especially the gay student community. This year, we've covered this
particular group off and on when a
major issue found its way to campus
("Making Amends: Brian Shuler
Apologizes to Vision and the BGSU
Gay Community," February 17) or
when a downtown bar became a draw
for hords of students (What a
Drag—Show!" December 1).
But, because there has been an
increase in programming for and by
gay students, and because Rainbow
Daze, formerly known as B-GLAD,
offers an incredibly diverse array of
events, we decided to do a special
cover story on Vision, the campus

organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgendered, queer, questioning and
straight supportive students.
Easy? Hip? In line with the
times? That's what we thought.
Neither associate editor
Wendy Suto nor myself ever anticipated a single problem with this issue.
And let me tell you, we were in for
quite a shock when it almost didn't
come out.
We decided to pose a questions to various members of the campus community: "What do you make
of the emerging gay presence on campus?" We had much success a few
issues ago when we asked people to
give us their personal definition of
feminism, so we thought this would
not only make the issue stronger but
would be a fun, easy task to accomplish.
OBSIBIAM

Again, that's what we
thought.
Suto hit the campus with our
digital camera in one hand and a
reporter's notebook in another, ready
to get answers to our question from a
succession of students, faculty and
staff. But it didn't work out so well.
Here's a typical scenario of what happend when she approached individuals:
SUTO: Hi! Would you like to answer a
question and appear in The Obsidian?
STUDENT/FACULTY/STAFF: Sure!
SUTO: What do you make of the
emerging gay presence on campus?
STUDENT/FACULTY/STAFF (walking away): Urn, never mind.

Out of 60 people asked, only
12 responded to Suto's question. .1
never would have thought that people
would still be so afraid to talk about
gay issues. Even after Ellen, Chastity
and especially Mathew, the majority of
people are at best apathetic when it
comes to homosexuals and at worst
downright evil.
When will people realize that
acceptance of others does not mean
participating in the activities of others.
And, speaking of those "activities," it's
important to note that sex is only one
part of any gay person's life.
So if you are one of those people who were too uncomfortable to
comment on an important social issue,
or would be if you were asked Ihe
same question, I hope you'll find some
enlightenment in this publication. 4

A GROUP WITH A 'VISION'

OBSIDIANSTAFF

BY IRENE SHARON SCOTT, CAMPUS REPORTER
Challenging others to expand
their
horizons,
promoting
the
University's core values and educating
the University about the gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgendered, queer, questioning and straight supportive
(g/l/b/t/q/q/ss) communities are
some ot the major functions of Vision.

NOT JUST THE 'GAY CLUB'
Vision is the only offical student organization for the gay community at the University. The organization
is only two years old and have 40 to 60
active members. They meet twice

SPEAKING

OUT

The Obsidian asked members of the
University community how they felt
about the strong, visible gay presence
on campus. Here are their responses.

"I'm very glacTto see the transgendered finally recognized
by both Vision and on the
campus."
Marlene Bojtier
Chilli's Express

"Obviously there is a gay presence on this campus and I am
happy that it exists. I support
the programming that they
have here."
Pamela Boehm
ethnic studies instructor

gramming and panels. Furthermore,
they hope to provide a safe environment for everyone, especially for those
who are questioning their sexuality
identity and those who are supportive
allies.
Fulkerson said Vision's purpose is to educate the University community that the gay community is just
like everyone else.
"Their sexual orientation is just
one part of their life," she said. "It
shouldn't matter."
Zeop emphasized that Vision is
open to everyone and she encourages
people to attend their meetings. She
believes that it is important that people
learn the truth about gay people rather
than making false assumptions.
According
to
Brian
Niedzwiecki, Vision president, the
organization's goal is to make Vision
redundant—to make the University
welcoming, friendly and accepting of
its g/l/b/t/q/q/ss members.
"We wouldn't need to provide
support and provide specialized social
situations, where a person can dance
with their partner, who happens to be
of the same sex, without worrying
about getting hassled," he said.
Some common stereotypes
about the organization include that
everyone is gay, everyone has to be gay
and "out of the closet" in order to join
and that they want special rights, said
Niedzwiecki.
Zeop shared some common
stereotypes regarding gay men and lesbians. She said many people believe
gay men have a feminine accent and are
promiscuous and that lesbians are vegetarian man-haters. She also said that
being gay Ls not something that is just
sex related
"It's not a choice, it is just the
way you are," said Zeop.
Issues in which Vision members attempt to attack on campus
include improving safety for all students, increasing visibility and putting
a human face with the terms
g/l/b/t/q/q/ss.
"We want to show them that
we are good people and are okay," said
Niedzwiecki. "It is good for students to
know they know someone who is gay."
Advice that Niedzwiecki gave
for people with friends who "come
out" to them is to don't run screaming,
be supportive and don't be afraid to ask
questions.
"If they can be honest with
you, you can be honest with them," he
said.
Another issue the group is
tackling is making it an officia multicultural organization. Currently the
University classifies Vision as a special
interest group.
"Anyone can be gay." said
Zeop. "This is the essence of multicultural ''
See VISION page 4

weekly. Its general meetings are on the
second floor of the Saddlemire Building
at 9 p.m. and VisionLite support group
meetings are on Thursdays at 9 p.m. in
the Women's Center, Hanna Hall.
Christina Hartson, a city resident and Vision member, said the
group is unique and beneficial.
"They do a variety of activities
such as self-defense, movies, dances
and discussions about issues that affect
the gay community," she said. "You get
a chance to meet a variety of people and
panel discusses a variety of issues. I
also learn about myself and others."
Cassandra Fulkerson, Vision
USG representative, said Vision is a safe
place.
"It gives people a place to
address issues affecting them, so tliey
won't feel isolated," she said.
VisionLite are meetings in
which they discuss coming out issues
and share experiences regarding coming out. It is a form of peer counseling
but doesn't substitute professional
counseling. Amber Zeop, Vision vice
president, said VisionLite is beneficial
to Vision members because it is anonymous and confidential.
Vision does a variety of activities throughout the year. Some are educational and focus on activism and others focus on social and offer peer support. Some of the educational and
activism activities are panel discussions, referring members to counseling
for sexuality issues and concerns, fighting for basic student rights and running
a resource center in their office that students can utilize. The goal of panels is
to emphasize th.it there are more similarities than differences among all
groups of students. Vision members
also regularly assist faculty and staff
with research projects.
As lor social activities and peer
support. Vision has monthly movie
nights and dances, two weekly meetings and office hours for individuals
that need onc-on-one peer counseling
or just a safe place to hang out.
One of the group's major
events include Rainbow Daze, which
celebrates gay. lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer and questioning cultures
through events that correlate to the
University's core values. Other events
are Coming Out Week in the fall, a suicide prevention seminar and celebrating The National Day of Silence, a project in which participants take a vow of
silence for nine hours in honor of closeted individuals and those who have
been silenced for supporting gay rights.

A SOLID 'VISION' STATEMENT
"I fee! that it is wrong; that's
not how it was intended for.
Just because people choose to
live that way, they shouldn't
feel intimidated though."
Quanisha White
freshman, physical therapy

Vision's mission is to develop a
supportive and active gay community.
Members hope to increase awareness of
g/l/b/t/q/q/ss issues and bring
diversity and education to the
University's community through pro»■
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VISION continued from page 3
"We try to serve the most
diverse community because anyone can
be gav regardless of their race, gender
and class," said Niedzwiecki. "It doesn't matter. There are gay people in every
category imagined."
"One of the core values of BGSU
is resepct for one another. When
we build a university, we try to
bring together diverse people in
many different ways. Sexual
orientation is one factor that
goes into diversity. To make it
work, we need to rely on the
core value of respect for one
another."
Steven Richardson
vice provost for undergraduate
affairs

"It is my third year here, and it
wasn't until this year that I saw
that there was that presence on
campus. I feel they've done an
extraordinary job putting on
programs and activities."
fason Brewer
junior biology major

"It is good that there is a gay
presence on campus, especially
a positive group like Vision.
People must leam that homosexuality isn't a threat and its'
okay to be gay. Vision does a
good job at this through its
activities for gay and striaghts
alike."
Melanie Belgolc
junior biology major
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EXCLUSIVELY INCLUSIVE
It was Niedzwiecki's idea to
use the g/1/b/t/q/q/ss subtitle
because some people identify themselves as something other than just gay
and lesbian. He wanted to make sure
they were representing everyone.
Vision officers are often asked
to explain what a few of the more unfamiliar letters in the subtitle stand for.
Niedzwiecki said the meaning of transgendered depends on who is interpreting it. Personally, he perceived it as
meaning a person who is not locked
into a societal gender role. Basically, it
means going outside societal roles. He
explained a transgendered person
could be anyone from a drag queen to a
transsexual to a cross-dresser. An example of a transgendered function he gave
was a woman aspiring to be an athlete
when men are traditionally thought to
be athletes.
"If everyone looked in their
lives, they can classify themselves as
transgendered," said Niedzwiecki.
Zeop explained what it meant
to be "questioning." She said those who
are questioning are individuals who
might have thoughts or fantasies about
a person of the same sex. They are confused by these feelings and thoughts
because it questions their upbringings,
media portrayals and societal views—
they are in the process of coming out.
Vision provides resources for these individuals.
Niedzwiecki's advice to those
who are questioning is to talk to someone from Vision, attend Vision and
VisionLite meetings, seek help Irom the
counseling center, or call the Vision
office.
"We are open to anyone who
needs to talk," he said.
Zeop also explained the term
queer. Queer is often an umbrella term
that is used to describe all sexualities. It
is often politically-oriented. Zeop said
queer could mean straight supportive
or anyone who is not straight. The term
queer is also often used to upset others
or to get attention.
"It is important to have queer
be part of the organization because
some people identify themselves as
this," Zeop said. "Vision can provide a
place for them as well."

REACHING 'OUT'
Officers of Vision perceive the organization as unique for varying reasons.
Niedzwiecki said it was unique
because it is not just limited to serving
the needs of the g/1/b/t/q/q/ss community at the University.
"We are really outreaching," he
said." We provide support for other
campuses, such as Findlay which is
pretty homophobic and doesn't have
any support whatsoever. We have people from the community and Findlay
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who attend our meetings. We try to connect with the community as opposed to
just doing our own thing."
There have been other forms of
a gay supportive organizations at the
University in the past. Gregory De
Crane, Deans of Students, shared some
of the history of the organizations
before Vision. There were often either a
change in title or direction, but their
common goal was to educate the
University bout the gay community. In
1979, the gay supportive group was
called Bowling Green Gay Union, then
in 1982, it changed to Choices. Shortly
after that, in 1983, the gay supportive
group was named Gay and Lesbian
Alliance. The name changed again in
1989 to LAGA and then finally to Vision
in 1997.
Niedzwiecki shared his experiences with LAGA which he perceived
as very secretive and underground. In
order to have contact with LAGA members, a person would call a certain number, their identification would be verified, then they would be picked up and
taken to the meeting site.
De Crane said Vision is open
and by the leaders taking a risk of being
visible. Vision has welcomed more students and their programs have educated the campus about the gay community. He said the strong leadership within
the organization has benefited both the
organization itself and the University.
"The number o( members in the
Vision has increased dramatically," he
said. "There also have been more programs which increased gay awareness
on campus."
Niedzwiecki agrees that the visibility of the Vision leaders have a positive impact.
"In general, we fulfill one of our

goals which to promote diversity at the
University," he said. "We hope to show
that it is acomforlable place for people
to be 'out.' We are working on making a
comfortable environment because the
campus is not incredibly accepting.
Hopefully, we draw prospective students to the University, not just gays
and lesbians but individuals who
believe in human rights."
Some of the successes of the
organization include rising a variety o(
issues at the University about the
University policy and harassment and
discrimination at the University. They
continue to do panels and offer a variety of difference programs.
Zeop added that Vision is a
leading organization on campus. Its
budget has more than doubled and its
visibility has really increased. Other
things that are important to the success
of Vision are a good presidency, a supportive adviser and—most ol all—
strong members who are willing to he
"out."'*
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DEFENDING MARRIAGE—FOR GAYS
BY LEIGH GRIMES, CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Educating the campus and city
about GLBT issues is essential.
GLBT must take steps to safeguard the rights of these individuals and hold students and
staff accountable for their
behaviors where issues of sexual orientation are concerned."
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto
associate provost for diversity
initiatives

"I think it can do nothing but
good because people need to
be made aware of the different
perspectives, especially at a
university."
David Wall
ethnic studies instructor

Myth #1 Gays can't get married lust instead of the natural use of the
When we gathered around the
New versions of
dining room and held hands to pray because they spread disease: I think opposite sex.
before Easter brunch at my boyfriend's most people with a brain have figured Corinthians mention people who will
house, I thought praying was the only out that diseases don't know their hosts' not inherit the Kingdom of God, includformality I would have to fake—but I sexual orientation Still, people rant and ing homosexuals, but the old versions
rave about gay people being more say something different. The list goes
was wrong.
After the prayer, I heard his promiscuous than straight people. Even on, but it never states outright that gays
grandmother remark, "Now if they can if that were true, marriage promotes can't get married.
Even if the Bible condemns gay
only teach schools to do that every monogamy, thus preventing the spread
morning, we wouldn't have the prob- of diseases. So then why shouldn't marriages, it shouldn't excuse the
Federal Government from discriminatsame-sex marriage be encouraged?
lems we do today."
Myth #2 Gays can't get married ing against gay couples. According to
I immediately decided that challenging her would be the only way to because it's against God's wishes: the U.S. Code of Law, "Marriage means
a
legal
union
make this meal ^"^^^^^^^^^^^^~ only
HER REPLY MADE ME CHOKE. SHE SAID, "THE MOMENT THEY TOOK PRAYER OUT Of between one man and
interesting.
SCHOOLS, ALL THE HOMOS STARTED DEMANDING RIGHTS.
asked her why
one woman as husband
she felt every -^——^^^—^^^—
^^^—^^^— and wife, and the word
student needed to pray the Christian Marriage isn't just an act performed in a spouse refers only to a person of the
way. Her reply made me choke on my church, it is also a commitment made opposite sex who is a husband or a
over-cooked bacon. She said, "The under man's law. Man's law is deliv- wife." According to our Constitution,
moment they took prayer out of schools, ered by the government and the church the Church and State are supposed to
all the homos started coming out of the and slate are supposed to be two sepa- remain two separate entities. Why then,
does Congress open session with prayer
rate entities. This doesn't change the
woodwork demanding rights."
I responded in the worst way fact that our country was founded by to a Christian God and why is it illegal
ever—I said nothing. Although I am a white Christian men who have been for gay couples to get married?
I respect the fact that some peofirm believer that this kind of behavior presumed to be straight. As diverse a
only spreads ignorance further, I just country as the United States is, why are ple might not agree with homosexual
we holding on to these principles? Not marriages or unions, but I refuse to
didn't know what to say.
The way home I pondered what everyone is a Christian and not every accept the excuse that people will feel
she said. I thought of the gay friends I Christian believes homosexual marriage threatened by gay couples getting married. When straight people gel married,
have and realized thai none of them is wrong.
"So God created man in His no one feels threatened that the newlydemand any rights that no one else has.
One denial of rights to gay people that own image; in the image of God. I le cre- weds will try to rope everyone into their
especially annoys me is the fact they ated him; male and temale." [1:27 NKJV| sex life. It anyone can justify why two
can't gel married because the govern- Thai doesn't say anything to me about people of the same sex should not be
ment won't allow them to. I've heard gays getting married, but then again, I joined in marriage, speak now or forevmany excuses from people who try to didn't hear that Paul was dead either. In er hold your peace, because times are
Romans, it mentions people who desire about to change. 4
justifv this cniel law:
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Movie: "Fools Rush In"
Time: 6pm-8pm
Place. 1007 Business Administration
Discussion: Students will participate in
a group discussion

involving interracial dating and other
issues raised throughout the movie
FREE
Time: 8pm-9pm
(immediately following (he movie)
For more information contact the Latino
Student Union at 372-8325-
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I .1 Mesa Onlkua lecture Series: As April's installment for this monthly lecture scries.
"Growing Up Latino" will feature a panel of Latino students. By creating a dialogue on relevant issues of growing up in the dynamic Latino culture, this lecture series attempts to dispel
cultural stereotypes and build community at the same time.
For more information call Manny Vadillo at 372-2642.
Time: 12:30pm-l:30pm
Place: Ohio Suite. University Union
Moderator: Dr. Rolando Andrade. Ethnic Studies
A History of the Latino Student Union Presentation: During this weeks Latino Student Union
general meeting former members of LSU will share (heir experiences as they relate to the formation
and growth of the organization over the past 26 years. Free pizza and pop!
Time: 9pm-llpm
Place: 2nd floor. Saddlemire Student Services Building

Thursday. April 22
LSU End ofthe Year Awards Banquet: AT this function, the Latino Student Union will
announce the recipients of the Drs Miguel M Omelas. Rene Ruiz, and Antonio Buron
scholarships as well as the Building Community Awards. In addition, participants of the
Collegiate Leadership Development Program and students who excelled academically will
be recognized Dr Juan Andrade Jr. Director. United States Hispanic Leadership Institute,
will give a keynote address. Dinner buffet will be served Cost $8. Live entertainment
Call Latino Student Union to RSVPby Monday. April 19th al 372-8325.
Time: 6pm-9:15pm
Place: I0IA Olscamp Hall
r nun). April 23
5th Annual I atino Issues Conference: "Articulating Difference Within Identity":
The conference will address l^almo issues in education, politics, and the arts. Dr. Juan
Andrade Jr.. Director of the United Slates Hispanic leadership Institute, will deliver the
keynote address. Other speakers include Dr Larry LaFonlaine, The Ohio State University;
Drs. Manuel Guerra and Ranc Arroyo. The University of Toledo; and Dr. Carmen Flyss.
AlcaJa De Henares, Spain In addition, Mr Juan Sanabna of the Farm Labor Organizing
Committee. (FLOC) and a selected group of Graduate and Undergraduate students will also
present their views regarding the above mentioned issues Conference proceedings arc free
and open to (he public Lunch will be served. Cost $6. Please RSVP Manny Vadillo, by
April 16th, al 372-2642.
Time: 8am-5pm
Place: 101 Olscamp Hall
Saturday. April 24
Diego Rivera Art Exhibit: The Lalino Sludcnt Union is sponsoring a Irip lo ihe Cleveland
Museum of Arts lo view ihe Rivera exhibit Rivera was a famous and controversial artisi in his
own country. Mexico, and the United Stales. He fused the innovations of European modernisms with the traditions of Mexico's Pre-Colombian past and its indigenous people. WHilc
doing this, he helped define the terms of a continuing Mexican-American cultural dialogue
Among other aspects, the exhibition will examine Rivera's activities in Mexico and Ihe U.S..
where he became legendary for his political art and his efforts lo forge a new national identity
for Mexicans of all races and backgrounds Space is limited. Call Ihe Latino Student Union al
372-8325 lo reserve a seal.
Time: Departure at 9am from Saddlemire Student Services Bldg
Cost: $5 admission
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DERRICK'S DIARY: A WEEK IN THE SOUTH BRONX
BY DERRICK JONES, STAFF WRITER
It's a hard thing to put into
words.
When you think about a place
like the South Bronx, a lot of things go
through your mind. This Is the nation's
poorest congressional district. There are
high rates of crime and AIDS. The area
in nearly 100% black and latino. This
doesn't seem like the part of New York
you'd wanl to spend your spring break
in, does it?
For the second year in a row, I
decided that this was where I needed to
be. This opportunity offers a view of
poverty that you just can't find in your
textbooks. No "New York Undercover"
show can compare to the real life situations. The trip is taken by a group of
BGSU students, mostly white uppermiddle class social work majors, lo see
not only what they may encounter in
their future careers, but to also get a
look at the life that they were "shielded" from.
For those whose only experience with a poor neighborhood of color
was locking their car doors as they sped
through at night, there is a lot of ignorance as to how that environment
works (or is worked depending on how
you look at it). As we held group discussions in the weeks before the trip,
some expressed how we're taught to
believe certain things about people of
color and the poor. We were taught negative stereotypes about places like the
Bronx by family and friends As you can
imagine, many of the students' parents
were not pleased about where their sons
and daughters were going for spring
break. You get to hear it all: "iDon't gel
shot," "Why would you go there?"
"Don't expect me lo pay for you to do
this," "Someone might try to rape you."
What exactly do we have to do?
For the week that we were there
39 of us lived in the sanctuary of All
Saints Lutheran Church on 163rd street.
While there, we interacted with members of the community on a daily basis.
Most of our day was made up of visits
to organizations throughout New York
City based on community service and
organizing. These places give you an
idea of how people were trying to turn
the community around in their respective areas. At night we ran free in the
slreets of NYC using this free lime lo seethe "attractive" New York or stay in the
Bronx and walk around, journal or just
talk about the day.
To best explain my experience
(which does differ from student to student) I have provided some excerpts
from my daily journal:
Saturday: I insisted on driving
the last leg of the trip. I wanted to see
New York from the driver's scat. Lucky
me, no one else wanted to deal with the
traffic. You'll be surprised how much
power you have driving a 15 passenger
van through the city. Because of bad
weather we got in pretty late. Our first

mission is to go out and explore the city.
The subway is an incredible world
where people come together underground. A man is selling belts. A
woman is asking for change. On the
streets people come alive as you pass
them. They wanl your attention.
Sunday: Early this morning we
went on a "scavenger hunt" around the
Bronx. We looked for churches, schools,
police and housing. These buildings
make up a community that seems both
a visual wonder and an eyesore. The
trash cluttered empty lots and rundown buildings are something I'm used
to in my home town, but this is New
York, where everything is on a larger
scale.
We worshiped at Saint Peter's
Lutheran Church today. I felt righl at
home here where the service was more
like that of a Black Baptist church. It fell
good to be at a church where the members took a stand to turn their neighborhood around. They cleaned up the
block and you can notice a difference as
soon as you turn the corner. After the
service we ate and talked with them
about their after-school program and
the difference il has made in the lives of
the kids in that area.
Monday: Some people like to
criminalize the homeless. At Emmaus
House in Harlem the homeless help
each other to help themselves. Between
this year and last year I've met many
people who wouldn't be given a chance
in Bowling Green. With the help of their
peers who have gotten back on their
feet, the homeless find a home where
they are able lo pick up the pieces of
their lives and put them back together
with patience and encouragement.
I went back to St. Peter's for the
after school program and helped some
students with their homework. It felt
good lo be surrounded by the innocence
we lose as we become a part of society's
adult culture. I spent a lot of time trying
to explain to a few kids the differences
between high school and hell, I'm sorry,
college.
We talked a little about the
prison system today to prepare us for
our visit to Sing Sing tomorrow. Is our
legal slavery institution known as
prison targeting certain groups? Let's
do the math: African-Americans are
12% of the US population, 13% of the
US drug users, 55% of those convicted
for drug possession, 47% of those convicted of a felony and 74% of those in
prison for drug possession. Hmmm.
Tuesday:
At
Sing
Sing
Correctional Facility we speak to
inmates enrolled in the New York
Theological Seminary, a masters degree
program. This is the only educational
institution left within the prisons as
politicians are cutting the funding for
education in prison. Some people feel
that this is a slep in the right direction,
but I for one would rather have some-
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one in prison get an education than be
stuck in a cell all day getting more
pissed off at the world. Everyone is so
quick to judge these men by the crimes
they've committed, but they don't go
and see these men and talk to them. 1
got to and after two years of talking lo
them, 1 am convinced that these human
beings are being tortured by the system.
Without the opportunity to rehabilitate
in prison these men won't be able to
find the peace within themselves it
takes to turn their lives around.
Wednesday: Today was the best
day I've had so far. I was at the rally for
the hip-hop generation against police
brutality. At this gathering the youlh
were urged to skip school for a more
meaningful education. We were there to
express our outrage at the fact that
Amadou Hullo, a young black male,
was slaughtered by four of New York's
finest when 19 of the 41 bullets fired at
him pierced his flesh. Since Diallo was
unarmed, the community asks Ihe obvious question: Why? This rally was also
to say lo the youth lhal now is Ihe time
lo lake a stand and vote their leaders
into office. "Method Man for Mayor!"
voter registration cards were passed out
as many hip-hop notables took the
stage. There was even a message from
the united Bloods and Crips announcing their intentions to get political and
help rebuild the neighborhoods they've
helped lo destroy.
Thursday: At the Gay Men's
Health Crisis Center, we learned how
this organization is lending support lo
those infected with AIDS while others

have turned their backs. This place
offers meals, day care and counseling
just to name a few.
The things we've seen in Ihe
week so far are a lot to take in. We have
been able to reflect as a group about our
feelings so far. It is a very emotional
process and I'm happily noticing the
positive way my friends are being
affected by this journey. A lot of truth
has come out. A lot of ignorance has
died.
Friday: Free day! 1 went to visit
an old friend and got on "The Peoples
Court." It's so easy to get on TV in New
York. I also went lo the New York Stock
Exchange to see the other side of New
York's work environment. This place
was harder to get into than Sing Sing. I
hope my illegal pictures of the exchange
floor come out!
Tonight is Ihe party we've all
been waiting for: Don Guitti Ubafu. My
friend Simon is having a party to celebrate his CD of reggae music. BG can't
party like New York. Nine p.m. lo six
a.m. is a long time lo be dancing but
hey, when in the Bronx.
There's nothing like hundreds
of young people coming together to
have some fun under one roof, dancing
and singing and enjoying each other. II
was the best party I can remember.
We all returned lo Bowling
Green, Ohio without so much as a
scratch. You would think thai oul of
thirty something while people in the
Bronx someone would have gotten
bothered somehow. Sorry, the only
obvious bearers of unfriendly vibes

"I Ihink just the whole programplanning is incredible and
they've taken advantage ot the
different resources available. I
am proud of the courage they
have because they are representative of the student body and
deserve just as much a platform
as any other multiculutral organization."
i /i.iy'" Haynes
graduate student in CSP

"I personally think it is very
positive. There are a lot of people who are close-minded and
ignorant on campus."
Cynthia Saldivar
freshman IPC major ^

were the police. Maybe they
were too shocked to see these
people marching down the
streets of the Bronx at four in
the morning. Did they know
something we didn't? I had the
good fortune of being able to
blend in, my skin being an
advantage in the environment.
Those who couldn't disguise
themselves so easily maybe
got a taste of being a minority,
for they were in this situation.
My journal doesn't
reflect the whole essence of
this experience but hopefully it
gives you an idea. This trip
opens your eyes to a world
that you only thought you
knew. And when you realize
how wrong your perception of
things may have been, you'll
want to spread that knowledge
to the masses. Unfortunately,
it's not as easy as talking about
who is dating who or what bar
you should go to or whatever
mind numbing things we like
to discuss here. Ask anybody
who has gone. They'll tell you
the same thing someone told
them: "You have to see it for
yourself." 4

WHEN YOU ARE...

Straight

Gay

You gel your name in the paper
for getting married.

You get your name in the paper for
committing sodomy.

You get look* of admiration when
you hold your partner's hand.

You get harassed and jeered at for
holding your partner's hand.

You get a tax break for being married.

You can't get married.

You get to keep your kids no matter
how bad a parent you are.

You get your kids taken away from you
no matter how good a parent you are.

You get to stay in the millttary if you
engage in
non-consensual sex.

You get kicked out of the military if you
engage in
consensual sex.

If you get AIDS, you're an innocent
victim.

If you get AIDS, you obviously
"deserve" it

You have a life.

You have a "lifestyle."

Standing up for your rights makes
you a participatory
citizen.

Standing up for your rights makes you
a "militant homosexual."

SOURCE: VISION PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

SALES MANAGERS NEEDED!
Interested marketing majors call Todd at .372-2605 for more information.

The Center for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives Presents
The Fifth Annual

LATINO ISSUES
CONFERENCE
FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 8 a.m.-5 p.m
101 Olscamp Hall

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Dr. Juan Andrade, Jr
Panels and sessions are free! Lunch is $6.
Call for reservations: 372-2642
OBSIDIAN^

>04.«8 »•

I

CONTRIBUTE TO THE NEXT ISSUE OF
THE OBSIDIAN FEATURING THE

MULTICULTURAL
YEAR IN REVIEW
CALL 372.2440 OR E-MAIL
TIMLEE@BGNET.BGSU.EDU
AND TELL US WHICH EVENTS AND ISSUES
IMPACTED YOU MOST THIS ACADEMIC YEAR

NO MORE SILENCE,
STOP THE VIOLENCE.'
WOMEN UNITE,
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT/
WOMYNFOR WOMYN PRESENTS:
THE 1999 TAKE BACK THE NIGHT MARCH!
THURSDA Y, APRIL 15
7 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

The Rally (meet at the Clocktower Quad, between B-4 and Ed. Bldg.)
Keynote Speaker. Kendel Kissinger
Open MIC - Suruivors Speafe Out / )oined by Gospel Choir
Wendy Suto. survivor, speaks out
THE MARCH!//.' - Post March Ce/ebration at 2nd Floor Saddlemire
Gospel Choir directed by Nathan McDonald

Keynote Speaker: Kendel Kissinger
Counselor, racquetball player, professor, wife, and
community activist. "Discarding any shame for what
was done to me, I proudly reclaim my love for myself
and my connections with humans euerytuhere. I proudly reclaim my complete power with unlimited choice
and impact in the world: I AM AN INCEST SURVIVOR."
OBSIDIAN

04.0».9»
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• BGSU's Arts And Entertainment Weekly*

Star Wars
stalkers
People are counting the
days until it happens. The
media is hyping it endlessly,
every magazine you open has
something about it. And
there's no doubt that the closer we get to it, the more you'll
here about it. No, I'm not talking about the Y2K bug, I'm
talking about something else
that will shape the world for
years to come. I'm talking
about the new Star Wars
rhovie.
It's only a month away
now and the media is swarming around it. It's been on the
cover of several magazines,
and I'm sure that it will be on
more within the next few
weeks. They'll cover anything
ibout the movie. I saw the
ew Entertainment Weekly
, ad in-depth photos of WALK
ON CHARTERS! The amount
of print coverage this film has
been getting is simply insane.
Of course, the biggest news
about Star Wars right now are
the trailers. Whenever a new
one comes out, you can bet
the entertainment shows
jump on it and show it immediately. And, within seconds
of their release people begin
downloading them for viewing on their computer. After
downloading them, they
watch them repeatedly, somelimes frame-by-frame, so they
■can catch every small detail.
Of course TV and magazines are only allowed to
Zshow so much. For the stuff
• that is just underground, for
; the information that is not
■ 100% legit, you have to turn to
:the Internet.
The amount of movie
rumor sites and rabid militant
fan sites are overwhelming.
The site Coming Attractions
(www.corona.bc.ca/films) is
the ultimate in Star Wars
rumors (and every other film
not yet made). Not only have
they listed every rumor since
1995, they already have pages
up for the second and third
prequel. These films are not
even in pre-production! They
don't even know what the
plots are yet, but they still
want to know every single
small detail. It's frightening.
Then (here are real extreme
' sites, like www.countingdown.com.
This
selfdescribed Ultimate Fan Site
does not only count the days
until Star Wars comes out but
it counts other films too,
including the Austin Powers
sequel and Eyes Wide Shut. It
actually has a counter counting down the days, hours,
minutes and even the seconds
until the film is released in
America. They also have an
incredibly large wealth of
information on the film.
There's posters, trailers, news.
Star Wars video game news,
reprinted articles, covers to
magazines, links to other fan
sites ... you name it, it's there.
You can see the new action
figures and find out when
they are being released (the
amount of coverage this gets
is scary). You can even go to
an auction site and buy movie
posters and incredibly expen-

NOW reviews new records
from Trans Am, Tevln
Campell. and Static-X In
Now Sounds.

Erik Pepple listens to a
new LP from Ireland's
Black 47. Live in NYC, and
dreams of good stout.
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Lost treasure comes alive on stage
By LIZ PECEK
The BC News
Written by
an
Ohioan
nearly
100
years ago, it is
believed that
"A Thorn in
Her
Heart"
has not been performed in more
than 50 years. The BGSU Theater
Department presents its version
of the play this weekend.
Closely based on the original
script by Lelia Click, the production is directed by Briant Hamor
Lee, a professor emeritus of the
theater department. In fact, Lee
stumbled upon the script while
going through an old suitcase.
He adapted the play to be
understood better by audiences
of today.
An interesting "outside" element of the play has not been
lost; in the times of the early 19th
century, theater was the main
form of entertainment in America.
In that time, audiences often
responded to the actions and
characters in plays. Instructions
to "boo/hiss" or laugh out loud
are printed in the program in
order to gain the original atmosphere of the play when it was

first performed.
The late 19th century is the
setting in which "A Thorn in Her
Heart" takes place. In that time,
ladies wore long skirts and
brooches while men wore suits
with bow ties. Kate Richards
(Angie Penzone) and Stella
Brandon (Tiffany Brunett) are a
pair of sisters having a sisterly
chat about Stella's marriage. It
seems that Stella has not been
faithful to her hard-working
husband, Harry (Rob Bane). She
is not satisfied with Harry's hard
work at the bank—she wants
more money, more material
things than he can give her. Stella has looked to Dr. Lexboro
(Asher McCord), a wealthy man,
for affection.
However, Dr. Lexboro is not a
good man who is worthy of Stella's affection. He is a cheat, a
thief and a murderer. He cons
almost everyone throughout the
play, and it is up to Philip Dalton
(Christopher Norris), the "detective" appointed by Kate, to solve
the mystery of Dr. Lexboro.
In this play, the characters are
either very good or very bad.
However, there is one character
that changes throughout the
play: Stella Brandon. In the
beginning, Stella is a selfish and
cheating wife to Harry. Surpris-

'A Thorn in
Her Heart'
NOW Says: Acting and audience partfcfcatjon put this lost
treasure over the top.
Starring: Angie Penzone.
Tiffany Brunett, Rob Bane, Brian
Carlisia, Elizabeth Ashley

•••
inglv, she is a completely
changed woman after the first
half of the play!
The performances of the cast
members varied. A weakness
seen was a lack of memorization;
there were a few times when a
few of the actors evidently struggled to remember their lines.
Other cast members, on the contrary, played their parts to a T.
Angie Penzone, who played
Kate Richards, did a fine job. She
showed much emotion and passion, which was a demanding
feature of the role. Elizabeth
Ashley Franklin and Brian
Carlisi did commendable jobs
with Irish accents.
Another factor to consider
was the setting of the play (the
turn of the 19th century). Audience members were inclined to
laugh out loud and make

Photo Prorided
Dan Kelley and Christopher Norris In a scene from "A Thorn In
Her Heart", playing this weekend at Joe E. Brown Theatre.
remarks in regards to the action
of the play. Once again, some of
the cast members, such as
Tiffany Brunett, did a fine job
keeping
their
composure
through audience laugher and
cheering. However, some cast
members were distracted by the
noise, although lack of concentration through audience noise
can be expected.
Although audience distractions caused the cast to fumble a
few times, the play was made
much more exciting and interactive than a regular play. The

• See THORN, page N-3.

Getting down with Low
JOHN WENZEL
The BG News
The word "extreme" usually
means the fastest, the loudest,
the most exhilarating. But most
music fans wouldn't think of the
other extreme: the slowest, the
most quiet, the most restrained.

Photo Provided

(Clockwise from top) Mlmi
Parker, Zak Sally and Alan
Sparhawk are Low. This quiet
trio played The Main Event in
Toledo last Wednesday.

That's where Low comes in.
This Duluth, Minn, trio have
been mining the other extreme,
this minimalism, this essentialism, since forming in 1994. Their
brand of music seems unlikely,
to say the least.
The band consists of guitar,
bass and a skeletal drum set.

Guitarist
Alan
Sparhawk's
paper-thin vocals float over
songs that never reach midtempo. They meet and intertwine with Mimi Parker's honed
crooning as she moves her hand
across the drum set. Bassist Zak
Sally keeps time like an atomically-powered metronome. The
instruments aren't so much
played as they are lightly
touched. But it's this restraint,
this overwhelming sense of
focus, that makes the band's
music so insanely palatable.
Over the course of five
albums and several EPs, Low
has built up a solid following of
fans that truly "gets" their
sound. Their newest release,
Secret Name (Kranky), fleshes out
their sound with a string section
and piano on some songs, but
adheres faithfully to their overall
anti-aesthetic.
Low visited Toledo's Main
Event last Wednesday, headlining a show with The French and
Jessica Bailiff, two bands uniquely suited to open for Low.
Their set was unlike any rock
show I had ever attended. The
audience sat, silent and still,
throughout most of the songs.
Often the sound of a squeaky
door, or a cough or a beer bottle
opening, was louder than the

music on-stage. However, this
did nothing to diminish the
intensity with which they
played.
After signing autographs and
meeting with fans, Low sat
down to talk about various
tin ^00
topics (as the Main
Event staff cleaned
the bar, urging us to
leave).
"Your biography
mentions that Secret Name works
between 'blurry drones and
chamber pop.' How close do you
think that description gets to
your sound?"
"Well, we kind of like experimenting with the whole minimalism, drone and lengthy types
of things," Alan Sparhawk says.
"Spacemen 3 is kind of a more
popular version of that from the
'80s."
Sparhawk mentions he's a big
fan of pop songs, including The
Righteous Brothers' "Unchained
Melody." The Low song "Will
the Night" from Secret Name has
particular
affinities
with
"Melody," begging the question
of whether or not it was intentional.
"We were semi-intentional
with that," Sparhawk says. "I
like the song, and it's kind of in
that tradition. We thought, 'Why

•J2

• See STAR WARS, page N-3.

news
Art exhibits
throughout April
The annual BGSU MFA and
BFA Senior thesis exhibitions
open this week. The first show
opens Sat. April 10, with a reception from 7-9 p.m. The first

showing
is
from April 11
to April 15.
Future exhibitions are April
18 through the
22 and April 25 through 30.

Undergrade read
their stuff
Undergraduate
students
Rachel Cl rk and Sara Pfeifer

I
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atmosphere of the theater was
very lively and interesting —
hearing people yelling at the
actors and laughing out loud
was really unconventional for
our time yet interesting.
The scenery was accurate of
the time of the setting. For the
most part, it displayed an upper
class home, complete with a
chaise and delicate table. Also,
there was a park with a small
park bench and a few trees.
Although not elaborate, the
scenery was sufficient for the

will read their poetry and Jeremy
Brink will read his fiction this
Friday April 9 in Prout Chapel at
6 p.m.

'Smoke signals'
director speaks
Sherman Alexie, Spokane/
Coer d'Alene Indian and writer
of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, which was turned

into a Sundance
Film
Festival award
winning
movie, whichl
he
directed'
and produced, will give a discussion entitled Killing Indians:
Myths, Lies & Exaggerations.
Alexie will relate his writing and
his life to art and popular culture
in his discussion, Wed. April 14
at 7:30 p.m. in 113 Olscamp Hall.

not try it in that vein?'"
Sparhawk's vocals have also
been compared to Neil Young,
which is particularly evident on
the upbeat "Starfire" and the
wrenching,
measured
"Lion/Lamb" from the new
album. Sparhawk says Neil
Young is one of the few artists he
even feels comfortable being
compared to. All too many
times, he says, critics use musical
shorthand to compare to Low to
bands like Galaxie 500.
"Our first two records were
produced by the same guy that
did Galaxie," he says. "There's a
certain sonic element to them
that sounded that way. Some of
that's good, some of that's bad."
Bassist Zak Sally leans over
and adds, "We don't like when
we're compared to other bands
we hate."
"You already said that," Mimi
Parker says.
"Did I? I thought it was really
interesting and amusing." Zak
smirks and retreats to his comer
of the table.
"In an interview, you've said
before that getting to that quiet,
restrained place with your music
is harder than staying there," I
say. "Could you elaborate?"
• See LOW, page N-3.

Next week is
jazz week

Local music this
spring

Jazz
Week
begins on Mon.
April 12. Performances
throughout the 4
week
include
the Jazz Lab Band, Student Jazz
Combos, Faculty Jazz Group,
and the Vocal Jazz Ensemble.

NOW would
like to wam our
readers that this
should be a hot
spring for local #^
music.
The
actions starts this Friday with
Mercury Effect & DjDub playing
live trip-hop at Easy Street this

9
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Black 47: Live
in NYC
1999 • Gadfly
Rri orded live on St. Patrick's
Day 1998 al the Wetlands in New
York, Black 47s newest release is
a rollicking, GuineSS drenched
explosmn ol r.»k and Irish folk
music.
Like their stylistic forefathers,

the Pogues, Blai k 47 .ire ,i highly
politicized
Irishnation.lhsts Their music has always
been neatly categorized as The
Pogues crossed with the Sex Pistols, but what ' toe in New York
City proves is that their true
brethren are not only The Pogues
but The Clash, Bruce Springsteen
and Public Enemy
/ toe in New York City kicks
the incendiary power of their
release Home of the Brave,
but it does improve upon their
last album, (ireen Suede Shoes, i In
thai record Black 47 sounded as
it thej were simply going
through the motions. Listening
to Green Suede Shoes, alter Home
was much like drinking a Natty I ighl alter an
evening ol I iuiness. With / toe in
York i ify, they sound

relreshed and invigorated as
they tear through their back catalog, including a fiery performance of their definitive song,
"Funky Ceili."
Frontman Larry Kirwan's distinctive nasal bleats sound fuller
and filled with rage, pathos and
humor. Name checking everyone
from Irish revolutionary leader,
James Connolly to Rosie O'Donnell, the band even finds time to
cover Bob Dylan, Bob Marley
and The Clash.
If Live in New York City,
demonstrates anything about
Black 47 it is that the best way to
enjoy this band is live. Loud,
raucous, funny, angry and flat
out energetic rock n' roll with a
message is what they do best,
and Live in New York City, is a
superb document of a top notch
pub band at its best. So grab a
Black & Tan and enjoy.
-Erik Pepple

Trans Am: Futureworld
1999 - Thrill Jockey
When I played track number
five, "Am Rhein", from this CD
on my radio show, (HAM Radio

Tues. at noon on 88.1 FM), I
called it Hitler-esque. I should
have said very Hitler-esque. No,
now wait a minute, this is a pretty dam good CD.
Parts of Futureworld are very
regimented, very hard, unforgiving even. It gives you orders, left,
right, bend over, touch your toes,
left, right, bend over, kiss your
ass. But that doesn't necessarily
make it bad.
It seems to be rough and tumble techno. It jumps right out and
forces some beats on you. Some
of the synthesized vocals are
harsh on your baby soft bottom,
but
most of the CD rides
smoothly
The first track is some wacky
horn action. A fairly soft lead in,
and other tracks like "Position"
or "Sad and Young" are very laid
back, well not too laid back. It's
like "Muzak" on acid. Some
songs you can even do the robot
to, like you do in the elevator
sometimes.
Trans Am's last release Surveillance did some good sales,
got good reviews and marked
somewhat of a change for the
guys. Even more in Futureworld,
the electronic craze seems to be
having an effect on Trans Am. In
a good way.
They are finding ways to get
you in a groove, lull you a little
and then hit you with a sledgehammer. Of course sometimes
they don't even bother with that
grooving or lulling thing, they
just hit you, and usually you like
it.
They give and take sounds,
they pitch and throw them, distort them There is a mixture of

heavy hard hitting bass beats,
soft drum rolls and a little high
hat. Trans Am almost seems to
be a mixture of Korn and Yanni
at some points. And I think they
speak German too.
Despite the fact that the guitarist seems to have known a few
too many "hot licks" when he
was a kid, this an impressive CD.
-Mike Hammer

tevin campbetl

Tevin Campbell:
sit
1999-Giant

Tevin Campbell and his
unmistakable
high-pitched
vocals are now a thing of the
past. Campbell's new album has
him trying a new musical
avenue, and with the album's
first single "Another Way", it's
obvious that Campbell's been
listening to R&B Phenom Usher.
With lyrics boasting Campbell's wide array of choices when
it comes to women, "Lying with
a girl named Kim, with a glass of
gin, sippin' on it, about to hit the
skins," Campbell's trying to
make his fans forget the skinny
boy who made his debut at age
14.
The only problem with Campbell's new found attempt at
renewing his image, is that his
(ans buv his albums for the slow
ballads ol love lost and gained.
Campbell's self-titled fourth
album is definite mood setting
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music, and does have its share ol
ballads, but it'sTevin's attempt at
making the leap to bonafide star
that overshadows the album.
When Campbell sticks to his
guns and delivers the love songs
that he excels at, the album
shines, but it's the fast paced
tracks that loses the listener.
"Another Way" is a strong song,
and will get plenty of airtime,
but it's just not what Campbell's
known for.
Campbell attracted some big
time talent for his latest effort,
with production by Wyclef Jean
of Fugees fame, and songs written by Faith Evans (the widow of
the Notorious B.I.G.). Wyclef's
influence is definite on "Never
Again", a reggae laden guitar
strumming in the background.
Evans wrote "For Your Love."
Tevin even tried his hand at
something out of the ordinary,
with "siempre estaras en mi" or
the easier to translate title of
"Dandelion." Campbell may be
growing up, but so are his fans,
which may be just the boost that
his new direction needs.
-Cory McCartney

Static X: Wisconsin
Death Trip
1999-Warner
Imagine the worst possible
song Korn could make with their
instruments. Replace their horrible lead "singer" with someone

even more unintelligible and
painful to listen to, then add'
some horrible sampling techniques.
Now, imagine eleven more
songs JUST LIKE IT and you
have the new album by Static-X.
Never before has there been a
rock band that has managed to
take every popular style and
form it into something so
remarkably bad.
These guys are horrible. They
sound almost like Rammstein,
but without any talent. To begin,
I'll mention the "singer," Wayne
Static. He's pathetic, the worst
singer I have ever heard in a rock
band.
On their second album, Life is
Peachy, you get a yelling song
like "Twist" then one where he
would actually sing, like "No
Where to Hide."
You don't get that luxury on
this album. Every song is filled
with his mindless yelling that
sounds more like a dying animal
than any sound humans could
produce. Of course, upon reading the lyrics, you realize that
you aren't missing much. The
worst of the album, "Love
Dump" is about fecal matter,
with such great lines as, "Now
my bowels ache."
Everything on this album is
bad. From beginning to end it is
totally devoid of anything
remotely resembling something
that might be considered talent.
At one point in a song, a female
voice says, "I can't believe you're
making me do this." She must be.
referring to the fact that she had
to listen to the music.
After I listened to this album.
I had to listen to other music for
Iwo hours in an effort to purge
this noise from my head. 1 can
think of a hundred bands that
sound better than these guys.
Avoid this album like a disease.
-James Eldred

NEWI9VE
Rentals

111 1/2 Main St., Portage: Upper one bedroom duplex with eat in kitchen. One car
garage. $435.00 per month plus utilities for
a 12 month lease.
111 E. Main St., Portage: Two bedroom
lower duplex. $450.00 per month plus utilities for a 12 month lease.
202 W. Main St., Portage: Two bedroom
unfurnished duplex. $425.00 per month plus
utilities for a 12 month lease.
119 S. Second St., Portage: Two bedroom
house. Washer/dryer hookup. One car
garage. $535.00 per month pi utilities for
a 12 month lease.
332 S. Main (our only office)

»«*►

352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

Columbia Court
Apartments Going Fast.'!

Don't miss out
Now leasing for Fall & Summer '99

GREENBR1AR, INC.

If you thought college
was tough...
Wait until you try to
find a real job!
Working as an Advertising Representative
in Student Publications will give you
the experience you need to
find a job after college.
If you're interested in
Advertising,
Sales or
Marketing,

FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA

Come set- in !<>r A tompklf listing of locations

MenOefshtp includes indoor pool, whirlpool sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 Maple Sf.

|19.352.9378

pick up an
application at
The BG News
office, 204 West Hall.

Applications Due, April 14th

—EAST MERRY AVE.—
APARTMENTS*
516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and
garbage disposa.s._FiELDMANOR_

APARMENTS*
519 Leroy Avenue. 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms. 2baths. furnished. Units have dishwashers and garbage disposals
2 Man Rate $580.00/per month

—MERCER MANORAPARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people). 3 Bedrooms furnished.
Units have fireplaces. A/C. dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.
9 1/2 mos. $850.00/mo. + utilities (5 person rate)
9 1/2 mos. $775.00/mo. + utilities (4 person rate)
9 1/2 mos. $725.00/mo. + utilities (3 person rate)

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS*
818 Thurstin. 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
bedrooms. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and
garbage disposals.

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnel.org/-gbrental
* Only applies to units with parental guarantees
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LOW

THORN

Continued from page N-1.
Sparhawk pauses. "I don't
ever remember saying that.
Actually, getting there is somewhat easy, staying there is the
most uncomfortable part."
"I think the longer we do this,
the more we get used to it,"
Parker says.
"Well, do you ever get the
urge to break out of that?" I ask.
"Or do you think you'd lose
something essential to your
sound?"
Sparhawk frowns, formulating his answer carefully. "A big
part of what we're about is sticking to a few forms and exploring
them as much as possible," he
says. "I think we still find interesting ways to use those elements, to work within those
boundaries we set for ourselves.
If- you try to do everything at
once, you either have to be really, really amazing, or you're
going to sound stupid."

SAVE THE EARTH
Are you looking tor a way to show the environment that you appreciate all the great things it
does (or you? Do this, collect seeds, burn
brush, restore prairies, try to stop styrofoam
use on campus, and plan this years Earth
Week by joining the Environmental Action
Group. It's time well spent every Monday night
from 9 to 10pm. in room 301 ol University Hall.
Join because the environment needs you and
you need it.

Classified
Ads

372-6977
The BG New* •ill not kr».» ingU awepi advermemrm*
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CAMPUS EVENTS
STUDY ABROAD ORIENTATION
The Education Abroad Ofltce will sponsor a
pre departure session on Tuesday. April 13 m
1104 Ottenhauer West at 700pm tor all students studying abroad during summer 1999,
tall semester 1999 or the entire 1999 2000
academic year. Call 2-0479 with questions
Tibetan Monk speaks on
Human Rights & Freedom
Tuesday. April 13th
5:30-7:30pm
ill Oi scamp Hail
Contact: Hoianne SchuHer 353-8350
"DANCE MARATHON*
Applications tor [Vector and Assi Director are
available in 440 Student Services

FOR

"Going crazy in Low just
doesn't fit the band," Sally
notes.
"We do our little pop covers
every once in awhile," Parker
says.
The bartender pokes her head
in the door and yells, "Hey guys,
I want to go home!"
We exchange glances and get
up, wondering where to continue the interview.
"It's raining outside," Parker
says. "We could stand under the
awning."
We grab our beers and my
friends disperse. I follow the
band outside to finish my questions. Sparhawk looks as if he
just remembered something and
signals to me.
"You know, the first six weeks
of painting class in school, we
just used black and white
Ipaint). I think that was more
interesting than when we turned
to color."

STUDY ABROAD ORIENTATIONS
The Education Abroad Office win sponsor two
pre-departure orientation sessions 'or all students studying abroad dunng summer 1999,
fall semester 1999 or the entire 1999-2000
academic year. Please attend one of the following:
Wednesday. April 7 7 00 9 00pm 1103 OffenhauerWest
Tuesday, Apnl 13 7:00-9:00pm 1104 Offenhauer West
Call 2-0479 with questions
Bowling Green Council of Teachers ol Mathematics presents
"Interviewing for and Surviving Your First Math
Teaching Job."
Tuesday, Apnl 13 at 9:00pm in Life Science
Building Room 140.
All are welcome for the question/answer presentation.
Phi Eta Sigma Freshman Honor Society will be
having Happy Hours at BW3's on Tuesday,
April 13 from 5 00 8 00pm Free pop and wings
will be provided. Each member of Phi Eta Sigma is invited to attend and bring a guest for
some free food and fun'
We wil also be providing a yard clean up service for local seno* citizens on Saturday. Apnl
17 from 900am- 1.00pm. AH members of Pis
Eta Sigma are encouraged to help out tor this
community service protect1 See you all therel

FACULTY

and

"Good metaphor," I say.
"It's actually cheesy and
arty," he counters.
I tell the band that their Transmission EP, on which they cover
a Joy Division song, is one of my
favorites. I also bring up a Bee
Gee's cover they did for a compilation.
"Do you think there are certain songs that lend themselves
to being Low covers?" I ask.
"I don't know that there's one
or two specific elements that we
look for," Sparhawk responds.
"We just see it as a song that we
like, and we mess around and
realize, 'Oh, we can play this.'
There are definitely songs that
(people] think we should cover."
"And that we stay away
from," Parker adds.
"Like 'Freebird'," Sparhawk
says.

Continued from page N-1.
small theater in which the play
was performed.
The lighting of the play was
good; in the third act, which
takes place in the park, the lighting makes the stage appear as
though it is almost grassy or a
dirt pathway. However, the
lighting does not cover the
bright fluorescent tape that lines
the stage for the placement of

props. The tape is both distracting and unfitting for the play; it
did not blend in with the black
stage at all.
Overall the production was
good, although a few of the
above elements kept it from
being excellent. The plol is fascinating, especially when one considers that it was written so long
ago and was just recently rediscovered. It is as though a lost
treasure has been found.

"A Thorn in Her Heart" will
continue to run through this
weekend at the Joe E. Brown
Theater in University Hall. The
show begins at 8 p.m. on Thursday through Saturday night,
while the Sunday matinee
begins at 2 p.m. All tickets cost
$4 and can be purchased at
either the theater box office (in
University Hall) or by calling
(419) 372-2719.

Other people will be joining him
across the country soon, and
some will even have corporate
sponsors.
This won't end with the
release of Episode 1. First the
die-hard fans will analyze the
film to death, charting the
appearance of every single new
character, ties that it makes to
the older films, symbolic meanings and so on. Then of course
there'll be the countdown to the

video release, how much it will
cost, what the box art will be. It's
never going to end. And, of
course, they also turn their focus
to Episode 2.
So, unless you follow every
piece of Star Wars news to travel
down the Internet, television,
newspapers and magazines,
avoid the theaters on May 19th.
They'll be packed with the diehard fans, people like me.

STAR WARS
Continued from N-1.
sive prototype action figures.
The ultimate in fandom are
the fans that are going to camp
out in front of theaters to gel
good tickets on the very first
day. What's really surprising is
that some people already are.
John Pierson, an indie film producer, has begun his campout in
Manhattan this week for the
very first tickets to Star Wars.

DIXIE DRIVING RANGE

CITY EVENTS
Looking lor something run to do with
yourllllle alb that's buraarable?
F ricfcer's Men's Softball Team
is having practice and try outs
on Sunday. *11/99 A 4/18/99 From
4:30-7:30pm at Carter Park in BG.
(II fields are not playable, we will
practice between 175 A the BGSU
lootball stadium) For details call
Bob Miler at 419-474-1733

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant??
FREE prognancy tests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING

354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Stop Crime Now
From pepper-spray to door alarms and much
more. For free catalog wnte:
Stop Crime Now
360 Colony Lane «41
Bowling Green. OH 43402

PERSONALS

A PHI A PHI A PHI A PHI A PHI
Congrats Sandra O, on your pearling to Danny
Zuko.Wetoveyoul
-The Lunch Bunch
A PHI A PHI A PHI A PHI A PHI

STAFF

at

19001 N. Dixie Hwy • Bowling Green, OH
(2 miles north of BGSU)

They Mom Be Giants i
Apnl 17.1999

$1.00 OFF

Tickets on sale now at the
UAO office. 330 Student Union
Monday thru Friday 9am 6pm

ONE LARGE BUCKET OF BALLS
WITH THIS COUPON

Also accepting cash, check,
Visa, and Mastercard.
For more m'o, can us at 37?-7164

BGNews

353-1420

A PHI A PHI A PHI A PHI A PHI
Congratulations to Amy Hays on your pearling
to Ryan Jirousek. We love youlll
A PHI A PHI A PHI A Pill A PHI
A PHI KA A PHI KA A PHI KA A PHI
Congratulations Cobey Kioos on your en*
gagement to Scott Almand. Kappa Alpha-love
your ill' sis AJ-Better late than neverl
A PHI KA A PHI KA A PHI KA A PHI
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
THANK YOU TO MCDONALDS FOR HELPING APHKD RAISE MONEY FOR DANCE
MARATHON. WE SUPPORT AND THANK
YOU
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
ATTENTION
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDENTS
seeking SUMMER
Intern Positions
Come io the Co-op cm ice NOWI
310 Student Services • 2-2451
Bring resume and
unofficial transcripts.

BOWLING

GREEN

Thursday Night Happy Hour
$

2

• All you can eat tacos
• Build your tacos however
you want from 4-6

Margarita Specials $2 from 4-9

STATE

UNIVERSITY

CHOOSING THE RIGHT ALTERNATIVE
MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
Your financial future depends on the choices you make today
ecent changes in legislation may now make you eligible for Ohio's Alter-native Retirement Plan (ARP), offering you greater
control of your pension dollars and the choice of a wide variety of investment and distribution options.

R

The freedom you want
The ARP is a portable plan, which gives you the freedom to take the full, vested portion of your retirement benefits with you,
even if your next employer is outside the State.
TIAA-CREF: The right choice for the Ohio ARP
TIAA-CREF is the only one of your ARP choices that is offered by all 45 states that have alternative retirement plans for colleges and universities. With more than $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is the largest pension system in the world. For over 80
years, TIAA-CREF has been helping people in education and research build the assets needed for a comfortable retirement.
Outstanding personal service, remarkably low expenses, a commitment to long-term performance, and a wide variety of
investment options are why over 2 million of the best minds in America have chosen TIAA-CREF.
Find out more today
Does the Ohio ARP make sense for you? The calculator on our website can help you project and compare what your retirement
income might be, under both the ARP and the state plan(s). To learn more about TIAA-CREF and how we can help with your
retirement planning, call us at 1 877 ARP-OHIO.

wovw.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring tiie future
for those who shape it.

TIAA-CRHF Individual1 and Inimutional Servicea. Inc. dwribmm CHEF cenin.ate. -nd mternti in the TIAA Real Ratatt Account. For more complete information including chtrgca and eapenat*. c*JI I 800 847-2733 «n. 5509. for tht proapeciuaea Read them careful))' before you inveat or tend money.
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EUROPE J209O/W
ANYTIME IN 19M
CarlbMa.koJ209r1
Discount FlfM Wofklwld*

WANTED

•00-326 2009

1 rmte needed. Own bedroom. April to Aug
school yr 1200'mo Call Mike or Sara at
353-7042.

WWW.alrtlHeh.0r9
(IUM additional)
FALL 1908 PRACTCUM OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECRE
ATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT
MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
130 PFH AN0 DUE FROAY, APRIL 9 IN
TERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 12 13
Gr»e blood and giva aomaona anoffw hug.
anotia* amla. anoffiar laugh, another
chanca. Viall iht Rod Cross Woodmobila
naxtwaak.
Ona or (wo aummar sublease's needed Great
two-bedroom furnished apartment dose to
camous Nonsmoking, no pats. Call 352-2111.

2 sublease's needed for summer. 2 bdrm. apt.
w/baloony and air condiooning. CaU 353-2353.
Ask tor Paul or Jrm.

Need 1 ticket for Ana and Sciences Gradua
Hon. wm pay. CaU 354 6740

Cleaning and misc. work. Starts May 8 for 2
two weeks or all summer. 353-0325.

Rooms for rent in BG home
Grad males preferred
Call 352-1631 OT219-293-0920.
Subleaser needed from May-Aug. with an opDon to slay longer If wanted. 2 bdrm. apt.,
S423/mo will pay $50 for each summer
month. Call 353-0027.
Subleaser warned. Nice 1 bdrm apt. avail, im
med. through July Optional 12 mo. lease for
next year. Al uM. inc. furnished, good location.
S395/mo.-noBQtjable 353-9817.

N' Kids Weekend Is comlngl
Do you have a plan?
They'd love to go sea
They Might Ba Giants
On Apnl 171 Tickets are bursarablel
Also accepting cash, check or credit.
Call 372-7164
SIPS

Summer sublease needed
1 bdrm apt, unfurnished, AC, dose ID campus
Call 354-2044 after Spm.

Sigma Kappa*Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Abbie Lepiarz for being selected as our Sister ol the Weekll
Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa
Support Group tor Women
with Anorena & Buiemla Concerns.
Woman's Center. 108A Hanna Hall
Mondays. 8 30-10.00pm
Group support and interactive
Discussions A exercises
Student Health Service/Judy Miller/2-7<25,
Counseling Cenier/Rebecca MetteeCarterr22081

The Best Place to Watch Professional
Wrestling DOWNTOWN Sports Bar A Deli
WWF'WCWECW-Live All Digital Telecasts
Sunday Nights'Lots ol TV'8'2 huge
screens'Ptenty of room'Plenry ol
speciais'No cover 18 & over
THIS SUNDAY NIGHT APRIL 11TH ITS
WCW/NWO SPRING STAMPEDEI
WOULD YOU LIKE TO WIN LOTS OF PRIZES
Sign up for a 3 on 3 baaketball tournament
lobe held on April 17.
Only (20 per team (Bursarable). Help underpriveleoed children go to camp. Sponsored by
BGSU For Camp Call 352 7534 tp register.

HIGHLAND

Columbus, Oh*
Sooio Country Club
Summer Staffing
Sooto Country dub is accepting applications
tor the club's pool facility for the 1999 season.
Applications and resume should be forwarded
to the club with interviews and hiring to be
completed by May 1, t999. The positions include the following POOL SNACK STAND
AND BUSSING STAFF Scheduling procedure
conductive with summer activities. Pay scale is
progressive for individuals who achieve. Club's

Summer subleaser wanted. 1 bedroom, fumished. 1 lr2 blocks from campus. S310rmonth.
5/15-6/15 Damion 352-3283
Think BG la boring, hue?
Lai UAO change your mind!
They Might Be Giants April 17.1999
SibaN'Kids Weekend
Tickets are SDII available.
and bursarable. We also accept
Visa. Mastercard, cash, or check.

Call 372-7164.

HELP WANTED
SI 500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
Forinlo call 203 3192802
21.HOURI
Easy Work Processing Mail or Email
From Home or School i For Details
Email: Apply4now@smartbol.nel
7709376784

375 Counaelora and Instructors needed1
Coed summer camps in Pocono Mountains.
PA. Lohlkan.
1-800-488-4321,
www.lohikan.com.

Damon's • Airport Highway Now hiring"! Clubhouse Event Coordinator Full/Part time, lots of
fun, and compentTve wage Apply between 2-4
Monday/Fnday. Interviews qMhe spot.
Direct Care/Realdentlal Specialist FuH and
part time positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living in the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage S7.14-S8.52 depending on
expenenceveducation. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically fit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
9 30-1030am and 4 30 5 0 Opm Sunshine
toe. ol Northwest Ohio. 7223 Maumee
Western Rd . Maumee. Ohio. EOE.
Home City Ice Company is now hiring lor these
positions: Route Dnvers. Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at
1-600 899 8070
If you want to work in a fun-filled atmosphere
and make $5500 to $7000 then Put-In-Bay is
lor you Working on South Bass Island is a
great experience in the tourist industry. We are
looking for full or part'time employees 25 or
older. Call 419-285-8010 between 1 and 6pm,
Tues orThurs

354-6036

• Dishwashers
• New refrigerators
• Disposals
• All new paint throughout
• Self-cleaning ovens
• New kitchen cabinets
• Ceramic tile
• Ceing fans

352-3568
M-F9-5
Sibs N' Kids Weekend is coming!
Do you have a plan?
They'd love to go see
They Might Be Giants
On Apnl 17t Tickets are bursarablel
Also accepting cash, check, or credit
Call 372-7164.
Staying in town lor the summer? Need a full or
part time work? Now taking applications. Flexible 3 hour shifts to fit any schedule. Looking for
help for the rest of the semester and summer
Starting at $5 75 per hour. Apply M-F.
8am-4pm at Pinnacle Piastre Products. 425
Napolean Road Bowling Green, Oh. Ask lor
Rodney Kirkpatrick
Summer child care positions available. Afternoon hours with mlant. 5 yrs. old. Call
419-878 4190Vmo'P.nfo
SUMME R JOBS AVAILABLE
Staying in BG this summer? Looking lor parttime work that won't conflict with classes? Be
come aSOFTBALL UMPIRE. The BG
Umpires Association is looking for men or
women to umpire in the city recreation leagues.
Umpires needed for either slow pitch or fast
pitch games. Eam|l4-30 per game If interested, contact Jim at 352-4159 or 372-9858

1 color TV tor $50 00 OBO And 1 GE Washer
in good condition lor $75 OBO. Call Barb @
home 352-5127 CK work 372 7938.

1995 Kawasaki Zx 6 Brand new. low miles.
$6000 OBO. Call 354-6038.
1996 Mansion Blazer Mo Ho (16x80). 3 br.. 2
B. e«c cond.. 10x12 deck, 10x10 shed,
$?4.5O0 Call Jan Parttn 353 1977/344-2010.
8J speakers for sale.
Great lor stereo battles'
3'x2wtth 15" woofer.
200 Watts $300 OBO Call 354-5416.
CARS FROM $500.00
Police imports and tax repo's
For listings call 1 -800-319-3323 x4558

352-8673
Apts and houses. May or August. NO PETS.
353-8208
AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2 bdrm. furnished 704 Sfh St.

Primes.ar/DirecTV. Because o' our recent
merger we have an incredible offer lor you as

2 bdrm. unfurnished 710 7th St.
352-3445 for more information.

low as $22.99.'nio.-76
now-1-677 823-2668

channels.

Call

Twin love seat s lor sale.
Very comfortable velour.
Great'or college use.
$100060. Call 354-5416

FOR RENT

GEORGETOWN MANOR
For 1999 2000 school year
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished, AC,
Laundry facility, no pets.
Parkjng. prof mantenance
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water & sewer included.
Also summer rates
Call 354-9740 for more details & app'i

CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BGI Clean. 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, utliitles provided, on-slte manager, balcony
unite available. Call for an appointment:
352-9909.
GRAD APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
Close to campus. A/C, i BR. furnished, dishwasher, off street parking. May to August.
Awesome place $345/month. Call Patrick at
216-226-0693 or Glenda 353-3295 Ask about
Manville Apt #7. Grads only.
Grad sludenM room apartment, quiet neighborhood. $275 + utilities. Available after Apnl
1st. 353-1740.
Grad. students. 2 bdrm. brick, large yard.
$795/mo plus dep & util No pets. 353-7257,
leave message.
Houses for Rent All 12 month leases, tenants
pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm 2 BR. $475/mo. avail now
734 Fim-3BR. 2 bath, $72S/mo. avail. Aug 15
316 Ridge (Front) 2 BR. $550 avail May 15
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854 alter 5:00pm
Sibs N' Ktds Weekend is commgl
Do you have a plan?
They'd love to go see
They M.gni Be Giants
On Apnl 171 Tickets are bursarablel
Also accepting cash, check, or credit.
Call 372-7164

" Houses. Apts & Rooms 99-2000 "
326 Leroy-up 1 bdrm
307 1/2 E. Reed 3 bdrm
Rooms&Effic $?05&upincl.allutil.
Summer & 2nd Sem. Apts. avail.
Call 353 0325.9am-9pm.

FOR SALE

Think 8G is boring, hua?
Let UAO change your mlndl
They Mighi Be Giants April 17,1999
S.bs N Kids Weekend
Tickets are soil available.
and bursarable. We also accept
Visa. Mastercard, cash or check.
Call 372-7164.

1/2 block from campus 143 Baldwin
2 bdrm. 1 car garage, large yard,
$575/mo Avail Aug 354-7237.
117E Reed-3 bdrm. 2 full bath washer/dryer,
large kitchen, no pets Avail may or August.
$695 plus uol. 287-3306.
117 1/2 E. Reed- 2 bdrm, off street parking,
lots ol storage No pets. Avail Aug $470 plus
util 287-3306.
1002/1004 Boone Ct- 2 bdrm. i 1/2 bath,
w/d hookup. A/C. garage, nicely decorated.
Grad -Pro!. $675 plus util. 287-3306

"Participate in
protests with 100's
ol other activisits

' 4 room upstairs apartment for 2 people.
Available now.
352-5822.

Mac Perlorma 636 with 80 MR Inkjet Printer.
Modem. Keyboard Color Monitor. Some software. Exceil cond 352-2161

1-2 subleasens needed from June 1st to Aug.
16th. Very close to Uptown, nice neighborhood $200/month. Ask for Valene or Lara at
3535253.

"Learn grassroots
organizing

2 bdrm apt. $460/mo. All util. inc.. dose to
campus Call 352-5475.

6 bdrm house available May 15
Close to campus

1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts for 99-'00 school
year 352 7454.

Best ofler

12 unit apartment b'dgs
724 6lh St.' 705 7Bl St
2 bdrm. furn. or unfurn.
$500 mthly 99-00 sen yr lease
FREE heat, water
sewer, gas & HBO
3540914

1993 GEO Metro. 3 cylinder. 5 speed
50 mrfes/gallon, red, $2100.
287-3762.

Summer Work
Eam$3.000-$5.000
Painters ft Job site Managers
Hardworking A Detail Oriented
Call 888 CPP97US

•Wear jeans to work
and spend the days
outside!

Don't waste your summer
with a pointless job-be
an ACTIVIST and
make a difference!
Help Ohio's largest
environmental
organization fight
corporate pollution
and toxic dumping.

803 - 815 8th St. / Avail. May 1st

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
2 ongoing part-time positions.
Includes phones, filing, general
office work, some data entry.
MS Windows knowledge essential.
Local Internet company

'93 Dodge Spirit
4 dr., very reliable, runs well. 135K mi $2000
Call 372-2606 or 419 666 0926

with Ohio Citizen Action

NEWLY REMODELED

Part-time student employment
Are you looking for pan-time employment ol 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested m working various
unskilled fobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate ol pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours ol 9 00am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at:
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC.
428CLOUGH STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

'92 Ford Probe, auto, air. cruise
Must sell'354-/• AI.HS.'C- X„-

Environmental Summer Jobs

Avail. Now & Fall

Painters NEEDED. Summer work. Good starting pay ♦ bonus Cleveland area. Northcoast
College Painters 216-529-6319.

MEET THE WORLDI International non-profit
seeks local representative. Work with foreign
exchange students, host families, high
schools. Training provided, expenses paid,
travel opportunities I Not a paid position. Must
be at least 25 years old. Call Terri Callahan at
1 -800-498-2487, or EF Foundation for Foreign
Study at 1 -800-44-SHARE.

HO E Washington Street. Bowling Green

Graduate student housing

Nurslng-RN/LPH- Part time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday.
9 30-10 00am and 4:30-5:00pm Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251. Sunshine
Inc ol Northwest Ohio. 7223 Maumee
Western Rd , Maumee, OH. EOE.

address 2196 Riverside Drive, Columbus, OH
•13221 FAX (614) 4868327 PHONE (614)
486-4341.

Babysitter, experienced, to care for 2 children
in our home. Afternoon and evening hours for
3-5 hrs/day. 5 days/week, every other week
through the end of Spring semester. Call Tom
or Debbie at 354-5700 or email to babies@veda-home.com.

MANAGEMENT

Biology, Sclanca, Education and
UbaralArlaGraduatM
No experience required
Free training In a Field with Superb
Opportunities Blomadlcal Information
Technology
Stan at 28K. Moat paopla earn 34K withm a
yaw. plua full benefits IMS, Inc. is offering a
free 4 week programming course. In the last 2
years. IMS. Inc. has hired over 90% of the students who have taken this course. Courses
atari June 7 or July 12. Positions located in Silver Spring. Maryland 8 miles outside DC. Call
888 680-5057 WWW IMS WEB COM

Thursday, April 8, 1999

Two bdrm house. $525/month ♦ utils. Avail.
June 1 si. 801 6th Street Call 655-3084.
Two bdrm. apt. unfurnished $600 00/month
includes utils. 1/2 block Irom campus. Avail.
5/15 Call 686-6541

See what's new
in the news!!

Get off it. Exercise.

COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!

Best of all, get paid $350/week! I

$550/mo., 12 mo. leas©

2-IOpm monday Inday Call 866-4463 tor an interview!

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry facilities
m bug., a/c quiet.
From $395/mo

Campus Manor
615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.

Let us net) you moke a lough decision
easy, cat or stop by the otfce TODAY!

».

^KaufmcuisM

Now Leasing Next Summer + Fall

Th8 HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C.
on-site laundry, ceramic He.
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From $450/mo.

Call 354-6036
From 9-4

<

>

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

Management Inc.
H.IKdikAptv. 1082 Kaimew
Large siudiov high saullcd ceilings.
unique floor plan, car ports
9 1/2 • 12 mo Leases

STEAK HOUSE

"Stop Lion Around, and
come find the best
place to live!"

Rocktedge Manor
640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.
733, 755, 777 Manville Ave
825 3° St.
315 N. Main
317 N. Main
710 Elm St.
710w Elm St.
237 N. Prospect
138'* N. Main St.
313 N. Main St.

113 Railroad St.

163 South Main Street- Bowl ma

John Newlove
Real Estate
319 E. WoosterSt.
Across from Taco Bell
((419)-354-2260

Invites you
to come see

The Nissan 300
ZXTWIN TURBO
NO PETS ALLOWED!

R.E. Management
Next to Kinko's
352-9302

SunsaiiJ50 (.11353 5800

TENANTS PAY UTILITIES!

]

710 EIGHTH ST.
New Construction! 3 BR, 2
bath, Limit 3 people. $900.00
per mo.-, deposit $900.00.
Lease Aug. 22, 1999 to Aug.
12.2000.

Management Inc.
I ..-i i:i-n Apt*., 215 E. Pee

I tticiencies A huge I bdrms
Laundry cm site, lots of parking
1:11 stamatS:iO, I bdrm Marts at $140

PROUDLY PRESENTS:

(ill J53-5H0O

Redheaded Stepchild is a 5 piece acoustic
band playing original and traditional folk.

Management Inc.
"ill..- II...... Apis.. SJO Fourth SI.
1 bdrm. gal heat. AC, Remodeled
Slanina M SJ75 C'aUJM-MOO

blues, bluegrass and roots music

Soullul

vocalist, saxophone and harmonica player

Redheaded

Kathryn Koch can take a song from soil and
sweet to lunous and powerful and lead guitarist and mandolin player Tim Pitcher
pleases everyone who appreciates last
picking and slide guitar

Rhythm guitanst

259 S. PROSPECT
Down. 2 BR - Limit 2 Grad.
Students Only $439.00 per
mo., plus utilities. Deposit
$439.00. Lease May 16,
1999 to May, 6 2000.

120 sw» Strwt
One bedroom unfurnished
duplexes. $350.00 per
month plus utilities. Lease
May 16, 1999 to May 6,
2000

David Nanni. bassist Bill Nowak. and drum-

Management Inc.
( lim. h lleest Apis.. 222 V ('berth SI.
I bdrms. close to downtown Darting at SI 10
Call JM-M00

mer Joe Goretti keep everybody dancin'
and hollenn' and their growing following is a
testament to their live shows. In September
of 1997 Redheaded Stepchild released a
live cassette. "Live Buffalo, Part f, which

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Mai« Si lor
complete lining or Call JU-M00.
www.wcnet.org/-niecc>

c

has earned them rave reviews in The

Stepchild

HOUSES
AVAILABLE

twioHf/*:

1999-2000
MANY APARTMENT LOCATIONS AVAILABLE. STOP

Buffalo News and other Western New York
publications

Based in Buffalo. Redheaded

Stepchild continues to play throughout the
region and is looking lorward to the summer
festivals and "Live Buffalo, PattT.

I

-/

19 & OVER WELCOME

IN THE RENTAL OFFICE
FOR A COMPLETE LISTING. WE CAN HELP YOU!

319 E. WoosterSt.
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

354-2260
451 THURSTIN
Efficiencies for summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $310.00.

by Eppler. Tickets
for the car and other
prizes will be sold
@ 1/2 price today!
Time is running out
so get your tickets
soon!

517 E. REED
One bedroom lor summer
and Aug. to May. Starts at
$380.00
521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00.
805 THURSTIN
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00
Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.
Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!
I

1. What apartment has
super shuttle service to
campus?
aoBJiai dojyiuiM :ia/v\suv
2. Who has trash pick up
three times a week?
aoEJiai doiiiiuiM JSMSUV
3. What apartment
complex is located in a
nice residential area?
83EJJ31 d0JI|)UIM :J3MSUV

PLAY AGAIN NEXT THURSDAY

